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INTRODUCTION


The primary objective of the NASA-sponsored, Cornell Univer­

sity Remote Sensing Program is to promote the application of


aircraft and satellite remote sensing, particularly, in New


York State. In accordance with NASA guidelines, this is


accomplished through conferences, seminars, instruction, news­

letters, news releases, and most directly, through applied

research projects. Each project must be, in some way, unique;

essentially noncompetitive with commercial firms; and poten­

tially, benefit- or action-producing. Relatively little em­

phasis is placed on technology transfer, per se.


The activities of the Remote Sensing Program staff, from


December 1, 1978 to May 31, 1979, are reviewed in this Semi-

Annual Status Report, the fourteenth to be submitted to NASA


since the Program's inception in June 1972.


COMMUNICATION AND INSTRUCTION


Contacts and Cooperators


The Program staff spends many hours discussing remote sensing

with representatives of various federal, state, regional, county

and local agencies, public and private organizations, the aca­

demic community, and foreign countries.


During the past six months, members of the Program staff presen­

ted remote sensing research or orientation papers at the 45th


Annual Meeting of the American Society of Photogrammetry, at


a special Conference on Landsat Applications in New York State


(30 state, county or university participants), and at a Cornell


University review of Programs in Engineering (35 industrial


representatives); and Program staff attended the 13th Interna­

tional Symposium on Remote Sensing of Environment in Michigan
(Appendices E and F). In conjunction with the Program's Seminar


in Remote Sensing, the staff hosted speakers from three private

companies, one university, four U.S. government agencies, one


Canadian government agency, and one international research


agency in Italy (Appendix F). In addition, during the past year,


one member of the Program staff presided over the Central New


York Region of the American Society of Photogrammetry, which


includes some 200 professionals and students. Another member,


at the request of and funded by the U.S. Agency for Interna­

tional Development, travelled to Thailand and the Philippines


to assess the potentials of remote sensing programs in these


countries.


Along with receiving project cooperators from the Taylor Wine


Company and the N.Y.S. Agricultural Experiment Station, Program

staff provided remote sensing consultations or orientation


sessions for visitors from the N.Y.S. Department of Environ­

mental Conservation, the Southern Tier East Regional Planning


and Development Board, N.Y., the Environmental Management


Council and Soil and Water Conservation District of Cayuga


County, N.Y., Land Care, Inc., of Boonville, N.Y., the State


University of New York at Buffalo, N.Y., Ulster County Commun­

ity College, N.Y., and the Soviet Union. Many new and con­

tinuing dialogs were also held via the mail and telephone,


particularly in the course of developing new remote sensing


projects (Appendix D).


Newsletters


By highlighting remote sensing activities at Cornell while re­

porting other items of interest, the Program's "Cornell Remote


Sensing Newsletter" continues to serve as an important link


to and beyond the Cornell community (Appendix H). The number


of Newsletter recipients has grown steadily to more than 500


individuals or groups in over 40 states and 20 countries


(Appendix G).


Seminars


The Program's weekly Seminar in Remote Sensing, a one-credit


hour course in the School of Civil and Environmental Engineer­

ing, returned after a fall semester hiatus. In bringing ex­

perts from government, industry and other institutions to


Cornell to discuss a wide range of remote sensing topics, the


Seminar attracted audiences of from 50 to 70, with a course


registration of 27 graduate and 26 undergraduate students from


13 Cornell divisions (Appendix F).


Courses, Special Studies and Workshops


Cornell's curriculum in Aerial Photographic Studies and Remote


Sensing, and the possibilities for research through special


topics courses, professional master's design projects and M.S.


or Ph.D. theses, have been reviewed in earlier Semi-Annual


Status Reports. During the spring semester, 1979, for example,


over 100 students were enrolled in formal courses in this area,
 

and ongoing graduate thesis investigations included: a remote


sensing analysis of lateritic engineering materials for Thailand


(Pichit Jamnongpipatkul,, Ph.D. candidate); detection and cate­

gorization of inactive surface mines with small scale remotely


sensed data (Jan Berger, M.S. candidate); Landsat analysis of


flooding in the western plains of Venezuela (Rafael Avila,


M.S. candidate); and mineral exploration in the western Adir­

ondacks, N.Y. (Caren Rubin, MEC candidate). Other topics being


considered for remote sensing thesis research include arid


regions (William Teng, Ph.D. candidate), tropical crops (Elaine


Aderhold, M.S. candidate), and coastal environments (William


Hafker, M.S. candidate).
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Typical of the Program staff's extracurricular instructional


activities during the past six months are an invited paper,


"Remote Sensing for the User," presented at a Conference on


Landsat Applications in New York State; and an overview of


the Remote Sensing Program, presented to industrial repre­

sentatives from some 35 companies (Appendix F).


DATA AND FACILITIES


As described in earlier reports, staff research and instruction


have been enhanced through continued acquisition of a wide


range of remotely sensed, aircraft and satellite data, and


through extension of capabilities for their analysis and inter­

pretation. These data, along with Program facilities and


equipment, are made available at no cost to cooperators, stu­

dents and other interested users.


With assistance from the NASA Office of University Affairs,


the Program has received Landsat, Skylab, high altitude and


low altitude coverage of sites in the Northeast, and new high


altitude aircraft missions were scheduled for the summer, 1979.


The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has also overflown


Program-selected sites at no cost to the Program; and imageries


have been obtained from the U.S.A.F. Rome Air Development Cen­

ter, the U.S. Geological Survey, the U.S. Department of Agri­

culture, the St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation, the


National Air Photo Library of Canada, the Tri-State Regional


Planning Commission, the National Archives, Eastman Kodak Com­

pany and several commercial mapping firms.


The Program maintains or has access to a spectroradiometer and


selected image analysis equipment (i.e., zoom and non-zoom


stereoscopes, density slicer, color-additive viewer, Zoom Trans­

fer Scope, densitometer, stereoplotters, and other photogram­

metric and photographic instruments). The Program also main­

tains a series of computer routines for analyzing multispectral


digital data. These routines have received increased usage in


Program-sponsored, spinoff and thesis investigations with Land­

sat and aircraft scanner data.


PROJECTS COMPLETED


During the six-month period, December 1, 1978 to May 31, 1979,


the Cornell Remote Sensing Program staff completed three applied


research projects:


1. Developing In Situ Flood Estimators with Landsat Imagery.


2. Preliminary Analysis of Vineyard Yield Assessment.
 

3. Evaluating Landslide and Erosion Susceptibility.
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The projects are summarized here, and pertinent material on


each is included in an appendix.


1. Devetoping In Situ Flood Eztimatorus with Landsat Imagery.


In a feasibility study conducted cooperatively with the N.Y.S.
 

Board of Hudson River-Black River Regulating District, Land­

sat imagery was used as the primary source of information on


the extent of flooding in the Black River Basin of northern


New York State (Appendix A). Landsat images depicting flood


conditions during several flood seasons were analyzed to iden­

tify flood prone areas and to develop an empirical relation­

ship between areas of flooding and river discharge measure­

ments. Successful refinement of this relationship will allow


real-time estimation of the extent of flooding to be made on


the basis of in situ discharge measurements. (A follow-up

investigation with the Black River Regulating District has


been proposed and tentatively accepted for funding by the Office


of Water Research and Technology, U.S.D.I.)


2. Pretiminary Anatysis o6 Vineyad Yield Assessment.


The Program staff is working with the Taylor Wine Company, Inc.,


and the N.Y.S. Agricultural Experiment Station in examining the


extent to which remotely sensed data might provide useful in­

formation for assessing vineyard-related problems. The first


phase of the investigation, an evaluation of vineyard drainage,


was completed and described in the Program's 7th Semi-Annual


Status Report (Dec. 1975). The second phase of the investiga­

tion, an airphoto assessment of plant vigor, was completed and


described in the Program's 9th Semi-Annual Status Report (Dec.

1976). For the current phase of the investigation, the staff


examined relationships between vineyard yield and those mor­

phologic and spectral characteristics of the vines that could


be measured through aerial photographic and airborne multi­

spectral scanner data (Appendix B).


Although the data and results have certain important limita­

tions, they point to the potential for developing remote sens­

ing as a tool for predicting yield. Follow-up studies are


being planned.


3. Evaluating Landslide and Erosion Sus6ceptibitity.


At the request of the Director of the Planning Board of Albany


County, N.Y., the Program staff completed an assessment of


active and potential landsliding and erosion in a region of


known land stability problems in the county (Appendix C). De­

rived from multi-date and multi-scale photographs, and soils


and geologic reports, the information will be used by the
 

Albany County Planning Board in its review of the many sub­

division and development proposals that are received regularly.


The information will thus provide critical input to controlling


the development of potentially hazardous or erosive areas.
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PROJECTS IN PROGRESS


Program-Sponsored


As of June 1, 1979, the Program staff was conducting two proj­

ects under the NASA grant: (1) An Assessment of Sand and


Gravel Mining, and (2) A Landsat Analysis of Snow Distribution.


The objectives, cooperators, users, expected benefits and


actions, and status of these projects are described, as follow:


1. An Assessment o6 Sand and Giavet Mining.


-cooperators/users: Planning Dept. of Fulton County, N.Y.; 
Town of Mayfield, N.Y. 
-benefits/actions: Zoning to be based on airphoto inter­
preted information 
-expected completion August 1979 
date: 
In order to allow for compatible zoning adjacent to the existing


sand and gravel mining operations in the Town of Mayfield, N.Y.,

the Fulton County Planning Department requested the Program to


provide information regarding the extent of sand and gravel de­

posits in the town. Medium and small scale (NASA high altitude


aircraft) photography are being used as the primary source of


information.


2. A Landuat Anazysis of Snow Disttibution.


-cooperator/user: 	 N.Y.S. Office of Parks and Recreation


-benefits/actions: 	 More reliable data for planning recrea­

tional facilities; development of a re­

mote sensing technique for estimating


snow occurrence


-expected completion Pilot study--December 1979


date:


At the request of the N.Y.S. Office of Parks and Recreation, the


Program staff is examining techniques for estimating the distri­

bution of snow on the basis of Landsat and ground station meas­

urements. This project is a repeated attempt to complete a study


begun in 1975, but terminated because of the lack of applicable


Landsat and other satellite data.


In general, if an effective methodology can be developed in the


pilot study, the Office of Parks and Recreation would implement


a statewide project, publishing the results--temporal and spatial

distribution of snow--as a state planning document.
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Spinoff Projects


During the past six months, the Program staff has been involved


in a remote sensing analysis of some 40 chemical waste landfills


in the Niagara Falls area of New York. Funded by the N.Y. De­

partment of Health, this work follows the Program-sponsored


assessment of Love Canal (13th Semi-Annual Status Report, Dec.


1:978), as well as earlier leachate detection studies which were


funded jointly by NASA and EPA.


As noted, the Program has also received tentative grant approval


for a follow-up investigation of flood modeling with Landsat.


This 12-month study would begin in October 1979 and be funded


by the Office of Water Research and Technology, U.S.D.I.


FUTURE PROJECTS


The Program staff is continually soliciting and receiving pro­

posals for new remote sensing, applied research projects (Appen­

dix D). As described, criteria for project acceptance are that


the project must be, in some way, unique; that project acceptance


would not compete unduly with private companies or consultants;


and that, if completed successfully, the project would produce


tangible benefits or actions by defined users.


Among topics that are under current consideration are:


1. 	 With the St. Lawrence-Eastern Ontatio Commaission, N.Y.--de­

fining river currents as inputs to oil spill response model­

ing (Appendix D).


2. 	 With the St. Lawrence-Eastean Ontaio Commission, N.Y.--de­

termine near-shore river/lake bottom types (Appendix D).


3. 	 With the New York State OfJce o6 Parks and Recaeation--de­

velop approaches for identifying and characterizing beaches


for a coastal zone management program.
 

Depending on user interest, personnel and available funds, any'


of these as well as other projects may be undertaken.


PROGRAM STAFF


The 	 Program staff includes Prof. Ta Liang, principal investi­

gator, Prof. Arthur J. McNair and Dr. Warren R. Philipson, co­

investigators, Mr. Thomas L. Erb, research specialist, Mr. Jan


P. Berger, graduate research assistant, Mr. John G. Hagedorn,


computer data analyst, and Ms. Pat Webster, secretary. Prof.


Donald J. Belcher and Dr. Ernest E. Hardy are general consul­

tants to the Program, and for specific projects, assistance


has been provided by many Cornell and non-Cornell personnel.


Students who have contributed significantly to the Program


staff effort over the past six months include William R. Hafker,


Jay N. McLeester and William L. Teng.
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LIST OF APPENDICES


A. 	 Developing in situ flood estimators using


multi-date Landsat imagery.


B. 	 Preliminary analysis of vineyard yield assessment.


C. 	 Evaluating landslide and erosion susceptibility


in Albany County, N.Y.


D. 	 Project-related correspondence.


E. 	 Recently presented research papers.


F. 	 Recent seminars and orientation sessionq.


G. 	 Newsletter recipients.


H. 	 Recent Newsletters.


APPENDIX A


DEVELOPING IN SITU FLOOD ESTIMATORS


USING MULTI-DATE LANDSAT IMAGERY


STATE OF NEW YORK 
BOARD OF HUDSON RIVER-BLACK RIVER REGULATING DISTRICT 
FRANK S. WOZNIAK. CHAIRMAN BLACK RIVER AREA OFFICE FRANCIS J. TIERNEY. 
SECRETARY.TREASURER\ 
~~;=:eMm~N' 
J. LOWELL FITZSIMMONS. VICE.CHAIRMAN 491 EASTERN BOULEVARD 
WATERTOWN. NEW YORK 13601 DONALD C. BOWES 
COUNSEL 
MICHAEL WHITEMAN PHONE 788.5440 A.C. 31!5 =fte:~~ftE:S:3' 
PHILIP.H. WEINBERG 
ALLYN J. TURCK KENNETH H. MAYHEW 
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD March 21, 1979 
Walter Estabrook 
Assistant Chief Engineer 
Dr. Warren R~ Philipson 
Office of Water Research and Technology 
Department of the Ihterior 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York 14853 
.Dear Dr. Philipson: 
We are in receipt of your research proposal for the development of 
a relationship between Black River discharge measurements and the extent of 
river basin flooding. The discharge measurements are as recorded at the 
lr. ~ .G. S. station maintained in Watertown, New York (58 year period of record). 
The flooding occurs at an annual or more frequent interval period in the 40+ 
square mile basin - Carthage to. Lyons Falls area. 
The preliminary study using Landsat satellite data covering 9 and 
18 day interval scenes together with discharge measurements taken for specific 
high water periods provided a cost analysis basis for damage estimates. How­
ever, if your research project is funded for another year, weather cooperating, 
a'more reliable model should be developed. 
The District, as a cooperator, and a direct beneficiary of the 
demonstration feasibility study, would use this refined empirical model in 
its flood assessment at various river stages. Comparable results' shuuld be 
applicable to. other. similar river basins, not upon the same basis ~ but der'ived 
by like methodology. 
We appreciate your fine cooperation in this matter. The staff of the 
District has followed with interest the evolution of experimental operation of 
Landsat Satellite applications in relation to snow cover monitoring and run-off 
forecasting; However, your project appears to have a more practical approach 
to'a current problem in this drainage area. 
We shall be happy to continue to furnish stream gauge information with. 
related crest flood elevation data at any specific time frame you request. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
r:;';itM /
 
K. H. Mayhew (' 
=Chief Eng-inee-t'­
KHM:F.TM f 
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ABSTRACT


Landsat satellite imagery is being used as the primary source


of information on flooding in the Black River Basin of nor­

thern New York State. Landsat images (Band 7) depicting flood


conditions during several flood seasons since 1973 were ob­

tained for analysis. Visual interpretation of these images


is providing the basis for quantitatively relating in situ 
measurements of river discharge with the total area and geo­

graphic locations of inundation. This, in turn, will provide


real-time estimation of flood losses over the entire river


basin. This practical and inexpensive approach can provide


sufficiently reliable information, and is applicable in other


similar river basins.


INTRODUCTION


Approximately 65 kilometers of the Black River in northern


New York State floods annually, inundating farm land and


breaching local roadways. Ground surveys of the actual areas
 

flooded are incomplete and thus inadequate for estimating


agricultural and other losses. Previous studies have demon­

strated that Landsat satellite data can be used effectively


for delineating areas of river flooding (e.g., Deutsch and


Ruggles, 1974; Rhode et al., 1976; Sollers et al., 1978).


This study was undertaken to determine whether a correlation
 

could be established between in situ measurements of river


discharge and Landsat-der-ved measurements of river flooding.


Such a relationship would allow the total area and specific 
locations of river floodang to ne estimated in real time. 
These estimates ;ould ne of sicnificanr value for assessing


damage and planning flood control.
 

I


METHODS AND MATERIALS


Study Area 
The study area involves a highly flood-prone reach of the


Black River in Lewis County, New York (Figs. I and 2). It


extends approximately 65 kilometers from Lyon Falls to Car­

thage, being depicted on six 1:24,000 scale, U.S. Geological


Survey topographic maps (Brantingham, 1966; Glenfield, 1966;


Lowville, 1966; W. Lowville, 1943; Carthage, 1943; and Crog­

han, 1966). This area is known locally as "Black River Flats,"


as the net change in river elevation for the entire reach


amounts to only three meters. The local vegetation is ab­

sent or without foliage through most of the spring flood sea­

son, allowing generally unobstructed overhead monitoring of


flood waters.


Scene Selection
 

A.computer listing of available Landsat imagery of the study


area was obtained from the U.S. Geological Survey, EROS Data


Center. In addition, data on river discharge and flooding


since the launch of Landsat-l, in July 1972, were acquired


from the New York State Board of Hudson River-Black River Reg­

ulating District (Table 1). Nine Landsat scenes (i.e., nine


dates) were selected for analysis on the basis of favorable


cloud cover conditions and the immediate history of river dis­

charge for those dates of coverage.


Positive, 70m, 1:3,369,000 scale transparencies of band 7


(near-infrared, 0.8 to 1.1 micrometers) multispectral scanner


-images were obtained of the scenes judged to be most useful.
 

Band 7 images were chosen because of the relatively high spec­

tral contrast between water and most surroundings in the near­

infrared region.
 

Image Analysis and Information Extraction


The 70mm images were enlarged photographically and 3x4 inch


projection plates were created. A lantern projector and rear­

view projection screen were then used to obtain a final enlarge­

ment to 1:84,000, approximately 40 times the scale of the orig­

inal image. The projected images of flood conditions were


traced directly onto matte acetate, with a non-flood scene used


to delineate the river channel. Flood boundary determination
 

was based upon visually detectable changes in image densities


between flood and non-flood scenes. Areas, such as swamps,


which have continually low infrared reflectance would not be


classified as flooded or flood stressed unless the area was


encompassed by a more prominent flood boundary.


A general knowledge of flood susceptibility was obtained from


the acetate sheets by overlaying various combinations of dates.


Foe area measurement, however, flood boundaries were enlarged


to 1.:.24,000 scale, U.S. Geological Survey map overlays, usingr


a Zoom Transfer Sco-e. The 3 ca of floodang depicted on eacn
 

overlay was measured wi.th a polar planineter, and the total


area of inundation was tablulated for each date.


A "best estimate" curve was developed to relate the area of


flooding in the most critical portion of the river basin


(Lowville Quadrangle) to discharge measurements recorded at


a single river gage station, some 30 kilometers downstream


(Watertown). The construction of the curve is reviewed in


Figure 3.


In general, the discharge measurements were adjusted to allow


for: (1) the one-day delay between flooding in the area of


interest and the time the corresponding discharge reaches the


gage station, and (2) the effects of a reservoir ("Stillwater")


which is used to reduce downstream discharges during flood


periods. Further, because Landsat scenes obtained after peak


discharges may show areas of standing water which are not di­

rectly related to the discharge reported for that scene date,


all areas of standing water which were not connected directly
 

to the river were subtracted from the total area of flooding


for that scene. (The occurrence of standing water which might
 

be present after a higher flood stage has passed can be re­

duced by applying images acquired during periods of increasing


river discharge, i.e., rising waters, but such coverage was


not available.)


These data were used to construct an envelope in the manner


described in Figure 3, where the envelope is defined by the


limiting points b and c. The best estimate curve was then


located within the envelope by assuming the following: (1)


if the time delay between the observed discharge and the pre­

vious peak discharge were one to seven days, the best esti­

mate would be a point on line b-c less than 20% of the dis­

tance from c; (2) if the delay were 8 to 15 days, the best


estimate would be 20% to 50% of the distance; and (3) if the


delay exceeded 15 days, the best estimate would be closer to


b than to c. These assumptions were based upon previous re­

ports of the approximate number of days that flood effects


remain detectable on infrared imagery (e.g., Sollers et al.,


1978), and the rate of decrease in river discharge from the


previous peak to the time of observation. A smooth curve


was fitted to the nine points.


To test one method for using river discharge measurements to


estimate flooding at any location, the specific locations of


inundation were determined for each date from the 1:24,000
 

scale map overlays, using a 0.5-by-0.5 kilometer grid system


referenced to UTM coordinates. For each 0.5-by-0.5 kilometer


grid cell, the percentage of inundation was estimated using


a 5-by-5 data take-off subgrid. These values were tlabulated


and adjusted to levels of discharge using the best estimate


curve, in order that flooding in any cell could be relared to


river discharge measurements.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


The location of the Black River in New York State is shown in


Figure 1, and flood conditions inzcrpreted from selected'Land-­

sat images (Table 1) are shown, for a porticn of the river, in


Figure 2. Some improvemant in, the determination of flood bound­

aries might accompany the use of color composites, other color


or photographic enhancement technique, or digital data, and


this possibility will.,be explored.


As described, the Landsat intccreted flood boundaries for


nine dates (scenes) were enlaw,cd to 1:24,000 scale U.S. Geo­

logical Survey topographic r'c% trerlays, where the river chan­

nels were found to agree generally within 100 meters. The


total areas of inundation, measured from the 1:24,000 scale


map 	 overlays and subsequently ad3usted, are listed in Table 1.


No adequate ground surveys of flooded areas were conducted
 

during the period of obtained coverage, but when compared to


a survey conducted in 1970 (Walier and Ayer, 1975), the total


areas of inundation were found to agree within 10%. In gen­

6ral, areas of inundation corresponding to higher discharges


were found to be in closer agreement than those corresponding


to lower discharges.


The 	 best estimate curve relating river dis6harge (at Watertown)


to the area of flooding in the most critical portion of the


river basin (Lowville Quadrangle) is illustrated in Figure 4.


Although subject to error, the curve is within an envelope


which allows a range of areas for a single value of discharge.

As described, this lack of specificity is caused by the in­

ability to eliminate all possible effects of higher flood lev­

els 	 from images obtained after peak discharges. Refinement of


the 	 curve will accompany additional data; especially if two or


three images are recorded just prior to peak discharges, when


measured areas of inundation can be more directly related to


specific discharge values.


One 	 portion of the Lowville Quadrangle, which was gridded into


0.5-by-0.5 kilometer cells, is shown in Figure 5. The esti­

mated percentages of inundation in each cell, corresponding to


a range of river discharges, are reported in Table 2. These


estimates will also improve as the best estimate curve is re­

fined.


In conclusion, it is felt that Landsat data can provide valu­

able information on flooding in the Black River Basin of New


York as well as in other similar river basins. Visual methods


for extracting flood boundary information are practical and in­

expensive. They appear to be sufficiently reliable for develop­

ing empirical models which use river discharge measurements to


estimate the extent of river flooding on a real-time basis.
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1. The.a*rea interpreted as inundated from a Landsat scene is


plotte.W.v&rsus the discharge (adjusted for delay) for that


date (Pihta). As needed, the area is adjusted downwards by


subtracting any isolated areas of standing water (Point b).


The.adjusted area is the maximum possible area of inundation


-that can be produced by the observed or a lesser discharge.


This generally eliminates region I from consideration.


2. The total unadjusted area interpreted as inundated is the


smallest area of inundation that could have been produced by


the previous peak discharge or any higher discharge (Point c).


This generally eliminates region II from consideration.


3. The best estimate point is located along the line from


"b" to "c," allowing for (1) the time delay between the ob­

served discharge and the previous peak discharge, and (2)


the rate of decrease in river disonarge.
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Table 1. Discharge data and Landsat-interpreted inundation


for selected dates, in Black River Basin, N.Y.


Time Delay Between

Net Discharge I/ 
 Previous Peak 2/ 
 Peak Discharge 3/ 
 Inundation

Date' Watertown (cfs) 
 Discharge (cfs) 
 and Image Date (days) 
 (hectares)


11-16-72 5,145 
	 12,831 
 5 
 414*


4-9-73 8,842 
 16,037 
 5 
 2,568*


6-2-73 4,131 
	 9,940 
 10 
 181


5-14-75 4,711 
 17,760 
 23 
	 1032


3-24-76 14,510 
	 15,860 
 1 
 2'311


4-29-76 7,810 
 24,260 
 27 
	 1748


4-15-77 13,971 
	 20,900 
 14 
 3541*


5-3-77 4,800 
 17,630 
 8 
 660


4-28-78 11,829 
 17,592 
	 14. 
 3120


1. "Net Discharge Watertown" = [Discharge at Watertown (day after image date)] 
 - [Discharge 
at Croghan (on image date)]


2. 	 "Previous Peak Discharge" = [Peak discharge at Watertown] 
- (Discharge at Croghan (on


day before peak at Watertown)]

3. 	 "Time Delay Between Peak


Discharge and Image Date" 
 = [Image date + 1 day] - [Peak dischaige date]

Observed inundation only, cloud cover obscured portions of study area.


Table 2. Estimated percentages of inundation at grids

located in portion of Lowville.Quadrangle for


given discharges of the Black River at Watertown.


A
Net Discharge at Watertown (cfs x 10 2) 
Cell number* 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 
48570-4600 0 0 0 18 53 88 100 100 100 
48570-4605 0 5 24 43 62 81 100 100 100 
48570-4610 20 20 20 20 33 48 62 77 92 
48570-4615 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
48570-4620 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
48565-4600 0 0 2 23 44 66 87 100 100 
48565-4605 0 0 11 33 54 75 96 100 100 
48565-4610 0 0 13 29 46 62 79 95 100 
48565-4615 0 0 0 0 2 3 5 6 7 
48565-4620 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
485b5-4625 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
48565-4630 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
48565-4635 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0" 
Total (hectares) 5 6 17 41 73 105 132 144 149


*CUs in this table correspond to those outlined in Figure 5. Numbers are based on 
UYA coordinates of southwestern corner of cell. 
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INTRODUCTION


Earlier work by staff of Cornell's Remote Sensing Program has


shown the value of aerial photographic analyses for evaluating


new.-vineyard site drainage condit-ions and for assessing the gen­

eral health of vineyard plants. As a follow-up investigation,


Cornell staff set out to examine relationships between vineyard


crop yields and those morphologic or spectral characteristics


of the vines that could be measured through remotely sensed data.


It was believed that these relationships could provide insight


into vineyard crop management practices and, at least to some


extent, be applicable in predicting yield.


METHODS AND MATERIALS


Study Area and Data


At the request of the Cornell Remote Sensing Program, the National


Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) acquired color infra­

red aerial photographic coverage and 11-channel multispectral


scanner data over vineyards along the western side of the southern


portion of Keuka Lake, in New York State (Fig. 1). The photographic


and scanner data were acquired simultaneously at midday on 22 June


ad 26 August 1977; the thermal channel of the scanner was also


operated during predawn hours on these two dates. Flight and data


parameters are outlined in Table 1.


The photographic films were provided to the investigators by NASA


as duplicate, positive transparencies. Selected portions of the


multispectral scanner data were provided on computer-compatible


magnetic tapes; the specific flight lines, or parts of flight


lines, provided had been selected by the investigators from paper


print output (visicorder) of the thermal channel.


The analysis focused on fields owned by the Taylor Wine Company,


Inc., of Hammondsport, N.Y. Vineyard data made available for the


study included detailed information on the vines in each field


(e.g., variety, age, spacing), and yield as determined by the


average weight of bins of each variety collected from each field


section.


For this preliminary study, 16 field sections, planted to three


varieties were included; six sections were devoted to Concord,


five to Catawba, and five to Delaware. The selection of the


specific field sections was based on the number, homogeneity and


age of the vines in the sections, and the quality of both the


June and August imagery of the sections.
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Figure 1. Location of study area


in New York State.
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Table 1. 	 Remotely sensed data acquired


for vineyard analysis.


FORM OF DATA
SENSOR NATURE OF DATA 	
 
metric camera; color infrared duplicate


9 inch (23 cm) film, 2443; positive


. format; 	 scales of 
 transparencies


6 inch (15 cm) 1:14,000


lens & 1:6,000


multispectral scanner senses 	 visicorder


scanner; simultaneously prints of


instantaneous in 11 channels thermal channel;


field-of-view (range in computer-compatible


of 2.5 milli- micrometers) tapes of selected


radians 1) 0.411-0.438 	 flight lines or


of parts of lines
2) 0.449-0.484 
 
3) 0.490-0.532


4) 0.532-0.572


5) 0.572-0.611


6) 0.612-0.652


7) 0.653-0.692


8) 0.692-0.737


9) 0.762-0.856


10) 0.953-1.031


11) 8.0-14.0


FLIGHT DATES: 22 June and 26 August 1977, daytime Call data)


- and predawn (Chan. 11 only). 
FLIGHT ALTITUDES: 	 nominally 3,000 and 7,000 ft. above mean


terrain (915 and 2,130 meters).


Photographic Measurements


At the recommendation of Dr. Nelson J. Shaulis, Cornell Professor
 

Emeritus of Pomology and Viticulture, two plant morphological fac­

tors were considered: the continuity of the vines in June and the
 

width of the canopy in August. These were determined from the


aerial photographs.
 

Canopy continuity was determined for each field section by using
 

the June photographs to estimate the percentage of trellis that


was covered by vines. The percentage for each field section was


based on a sample of approximately three trellises for every


twenty trellises, or approximately 15% of the total length of


trellis in the section.


,3­

The 	 percentages of canopy continuity were determined as follows:


1. 	 The length of an entire trellis (row) was measured from the


film, using a comparator (scale) viewed through the monoscopic


mode of a zoom stereoscope.
 

2. 	 In the same manner, the number and lengths of gaps in the


vine canopy along the trellis were measured and summed.
 

3. 	 The total length of gaps was adjusted (increased) to account


for relief displacements (Appendix).


4. 	 The proportion of continuous canopy was then calculated as


the total trellis length minus the total length of gaps,


divided by the total trellis length. This quantity was mul­

tiplied by 100 to obtain a percentage, and the values for a


field section were averaged.


Canopy width in each field section was determined from the August
 

photographs based on a sampling of approximately two sites per
 

acre. Each sample site in each field section consisted of a por­

tion of six adjacent trellises, approximately 13 meters in length.


The average canopy width at each sample location was determined


in the following manner:


1. 	 The scale of the photograpk at the sample site location was


computed by comparing the photographic distance between the


first and sixth trellis with the reported ground distance.


2. 	 The clear spacing between adjacent canopies was measured from


the film using a bar comparator scale, viewed through the


monoscopic mode of a zoom stereoscope. Different width bars,


varying by 0.001 inch (0.025 mm), were "fitted" between the


adjacent canopies and the widths recorded.


3. 	 The average canopy spacing over the six trellises (i.e., 5


distances) was calculated and scaled to ground.


4. 	 This average ground distance was subtracted from the average
 

ground distance between the six trellises (i.e., avg. row


spacing - avg. canopy separation) to arrive at an average


canopy width.


The 	 average canopy widths for all sample sites within each field


section were averaged, and a correction factor was applied to


account for photographic relief displacement (Appendix).


Multispectral Scanner Data Analysis


Only the lower altitude scanner data were included in the present


study. These data have a ground resolution of approximately


2.3-by-2.3 meters (7.5-by-7.5 ft.).


x


The 	 16 field sections were located through refinement of computer


printout brightness maps. The average radiance value (digital


count, 0 to 255) in each spectral region (channels 1 to 11) was


then calculated for each section, and subsequently correlated


with yield and related values for the section. Because the rel­

ative differenc-es among sections-were the principal quantities


Tof interest, no attempt was made to calibrate the radiometric


values or correct for atmospheric interactions.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


The 	 results of this preliminary analysis are summarized in Table


2. Included are vine characteristics of the three varietiesin


the 16 field sections considered; multiple correlation coefficients


between the varieties' 1977 yields'and the averaged radiometric


responses from the sections, as sensed in 11 spectral regions,


on two 1977 flight dates; and multiple correlation coefficients


between selected other factors of interest.


Three points are of importance in interpreting these results.


The number of field sections for any of the three varieties
1. 	
 
is too small to allow statistically valid statements.


2. 	 The 1977 growing season followed a particularly harsh winter


resulting in anomalously low yields (cf. 1976 yields, Table 2).


3. 	 Yield values used in this analysis are based on average yields


for the variety and may not be entirely accurate for the


sections actually considered.


Even with these limitations, the results still provide a clear


indication that further analysis is warranted and desirable. The


high correlations between yield and the August spectral responses


for Concord are notable, as are several other correlations. The


negative relationship between yield and most factors is of interest


and cannot be fully explained.


Asta final note, it is emphasized that multiple or nonlinear cor­

relations <regressions) have not been examined, nor have relation­

ships between yield and spectral or temporal ratios. Follow-up


studies and possibly new aerial missions over closely monitored


vineyards are being planned.
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Table 2. Characteristics of test vineyards and correlations


between yield, spectral and morphological factors.


Variety DELAWARE CONCORD CATAWBA 
No. Fields 5 6 5 
Yield, tons/acre1 
mean, 1977 1.31 1.87 3.52 
(stan. dev.) (0.36) (0.37) (0.74) 
mean, 1976 2.51 5.09 3.97 
(stan. dev.) (1.01) (0.57) (1.39) 
Vine Continuity, % 
mean, June 77 80.9 87.9 84.5 
(stan. dev.) (5.9) (2.4) (2.9) 
Canopy Width, feet 
mean, Aug 77 2.48 4.05 3.85 
(stan. dev.) (0.77) (0.26) (0.39) 
CORRELATED R2 R2 R
2 
VARIABLES 6/77 8/77 6/77 8/77 6/77 8/77 
Yield 1977 
vs. Chan 1 (-).02 (-).63 X ( 3) (-).81 (-).05 (-).22 
Chan 2 (-).02 (-).64 X (-).88 (-).06 (-).20 
Chan 
Chan 
3 
4 
(-).0l 
x 
(-).62 
(-).58 
x 
x 
(-).91 
(-).93 
(-).06 
(-).07 
(-).20 
(-).24 
Chan 5 (-).01 (-).65 x (-).93 (-).07 (-).17 
Chan 6 
Chan 7 
(-).0l 
(-).0l 
(-).68 
(-).68 
X 
X 
(-).91 
(-).91 
(-).06 
(-).04 
(-).11 
(-).ll 
Chan 8 0.09 (-).51 X (-).92 (-).03 (-).50 
Chan 9 0.62 (-).40 0.01 (-).90 (-).02 (-).72 
Chan 10 0.77 (-).45 0.02 (-).89 (-).01 (-).68 
Chan 11 (-) .15 (-).95 (-).34 (-).42 (-) .12 (-).01 
Contin­
uity 0.31 (-).26 0.09 
Width 0.04 (-).03 (-).03 
Yield 76 0.98 (-)0.66 0.20 
Yield 76Yield 7] 0.80 (-)0.i0 0.08 
Continuity vs. 
Width X 0.02 (-)0.27 
Notes: I Non-metric units used to conform with vineyard records.


2 Sign of R is given in parentheses.


3 X denotes R2 less than 0.010.
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APPENDIX


PHOTOGRAMMETRIC CORRECTIONS APPLIED TO PHOTOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS


Relief displacement of vines on the photographs will tend to reduce


the observed size of gaps-between v-i-nes (-affecting canopy contin­

uity) and between rows (affecting canopy width).


Two vines are shown in the figure. It is assumed that foliage is


primarily restricted to the upper portion of the vines, being a


distance of z above ground. The gap between the two vines is D +


G'.


From the aerial photograph, the observed gap between the two vines


would be g in the photograph or G on the ground. Because the height

of the aircraft above ground, H, is large compared to z, then G'


is approximately equal to G. Photo-derived measurements of the gap


between the two vines would thus be short by the distance D.


By similar triangles in the figure, f/r = h/D; where f = the focal


length of aerial camera; r = the photo distance from the nadir point

of the photograph to the image of the vine; h = the height of the


vine foliage; and D = the ground distance obscured from overhead


view. Solving for D,


D = hr/f


If the aerial photograph was taken vertically (i.e., no tilt), the


distance r may be measured from the center of the photograph.


Canopy Continuity


The correction factor that was added to each gap between vines in


a row is:


D' = 3r'(cos 0)/f 
where: 3 feet is the assumed average height of the foliage, h; r,


is the photo distance between the center of the photograph and the


center of the field section being considered; 0 is the angle be­

tween the radial line r' and the trellis (row) orientation; and


f .= focal length. If the camera had been pointed perpendicular to 
the rows (5 = 90 degrees), there would be no correction (cos $ = 
0 and D' = 0).


Canopy Width


The correction factor that was subtracted from the final measurement


of canopy width for each field section is:


D' = 3r' (sin 0)/f


_/<


The effect of this correc­
where the variables are defined above. 
 
tion is to increase the observed gap between rows and thereby de­

crease the measured canopy width. In general, if the camera had


been pointed parallel to the trellises (rows), there would be no


correction C$= 0 degrees; sin 0= O; and D' 0). 
if


.* photo


H r 
h G'


[ II 'ground 
yy 
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INTRODUCTION


Land stability is an important consideration of planning


agencies in their review of subdivision and development proposals.


Of particular concern to the Planning Board of Albany County,


N.Y., is the assessment of landslide and erosion potential within
 

the Normans Kill drainage basin of the county. Combinations of


specific soils and topography in the basin result in areas that


are subject to landsliding and erosion. This study was performed


to identify areas where landslides and erosion have been active


as well as areas of potential problems.


STUDY AREA


The study area, some 290 square kilometers C110 sq. mi.1 in


northeastern Albany County, N.Y., covers two U.S. Geological Sur­

vey 7-1/2 minute topographic maps, "Voorheesville" and "Albany,"


and encompasses most of the Normans Kill drainage basin (Fig. 1).


This region, part of the Hudson Valley lowland, is marked by low


drumlin hills and rounded knolls in the Southwest, stream dis­

section along the Normans Kill, and an irregular dune landscape
 

in the Northeast.


The area is an old lake plain, characterized by deep glacial


lakebed deposits, with many areas of sand and glacial till (Ruede­

mann, 1930; LaFleur, 1965). In general, the lakebed deposits are


subject to landsliding and erosion, especially on steeper slopes.


The sandy areas on steeper slopes are subject to erosion by water;


and if their vegetative cover is removed, the sandy areas on any


slope are susceptible to wind erosion. Glacial till, depending on


local composition and slope, may have slight to moderate potential


for erosion by water.


New York '4 
STU DY . / /! 
%] Albany 
I \ 
/ 
//
Albany County 
" I 
S0 5Nfiles 
. ... .... ..... 5 Kilometers M 
Figure 1. Location of study area in Albany


County, New York.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS


Information Sources


The primary-sources of inffrmation used in this investigation


were the 1936 Soil Survey of Albany and Schenectady Counties, N.Y.,
 

and accompanying 1:62,500 scale map (Lounsbury and Wildermuth,


1936); the 1953 Albany and 1954 Voorheesville U.S. Geological Sur­

vey 1:24,000 scale topographic maps; and various available aerial


photographs as listed in Table 1.


Table 1. Aerial photographic coverage used in study


Date Type of Data Scale Source 
28 May 52 b & w contact print* 1:20,000 U.S. Dept. 
Agriculture 
9 October 60 idem idem idem 
26 March 68 idem 1:24,000 Lockwood Map­

ping Inc.


5 October 69 idem 1:40,000 	 U.S. Dept.


Agriculture


30 April 73 color infrared film 1:130,000 	 NASA


* 	 All black-and-whate (b & w) prints were derived from panchromatic 
films. 
Identification of Active Areas


Active erosion and landslides were located through stereo­

scopic analysis of the aerial photographs. Unless remedied, areas


that have been active in the past are likely to be active now, or


become-active in the future (Rib and Liang, 1978). Therefore,


all available photographic coverage for the study area was utilized.
 

The 1968, 1969 and 1973 photographs were used to evaluate the


Voorheesville quadrangle; and the 1952, 1960, 1969 and 1973 photo­

graphs were used to evaluate the Albany quadrangle (Table 1). Re­

gions interpreted to encompass active areas were delineated on


the photographs and visually tranferred onto acetate overlays to


the Voorheesville and Albany 1:24,000 scale maps.

-Y 
Identification of Potential Areas


Areas believed to be potentially susceptible to erosion and


landsliding were identified by relating soils information with


slope. In some cases, the aerial photographs were used to check


or observe areas of the-various susceptibility classifications,


but most of the interpretations and delineations were based on


the soil survey and topographic maps.


Soils were grouped according to parent material--lakebed (clay),


sand, or till. Within the study area, every soil reported to be


erosive or unstable was mapped onto a 1:62,50-0 scale overlay as


one of the three parent material groups. These delineations were


tranferred visually onto acetate overlays to the Voorheesville


and Albany 1:24.,000 scale maps. Map overlays depicting areas of


slopes greater than 10% were also made from the 1:24,000 scale
 

topographic maps.


The 1:24.,000 scale map overlays-, depicting soils and slopes,
 

were then registered, and their information combined, to compile


overlays depicting landslide and erosion susceptibility.
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Areas of active and potential landsliding and erosion are


depicted on the accompanying 1:24,000 scale overlays for the U.S.


Geological Survey topographic maps, for Voorheesville and Albany,


N.Y. As described, the active areas were derived through inter­

pretation of aerial photographs. The potential areas were de­

rived primarily from topographic and soil survey information with


limited aerial photographic checks.


In developing the map overlays, areas of lakebed deposits


on slopes greater than 10% were classified as having high potential


for landsliding (map unit 1). Lakebed deposits on slopes less


than 10% were classified as having a slight to moderate potential


I,


for landsliding (map unit 2). Sand deposits on slopes exceeding


10% were classified as having high potential for erosion by water


and, if uncovered, high potential for wind erosion (map unit 3).


Sand deposits on slopes less than 10% were classified as having


a s-light to moderate potential -or water erosion but, if uncovered,


a high potential for wind erosion (map unit 4). Areas of glacial


till, regardless of their slope, were classified as having a


slight to moderate water erosion potential (map unit 5). The


remaining areas were classified as being stable and should pose


no special problems if normal care is taken during their develop­

ment (map unit 6). These areas are characterized by soils that


are reported to be stable and that show no signs of instability


in the aerial photographs.


In general, most of the landslide problems are found in the


lakebed deposits that are dissected by gullies and streams,


especially on the outside of channel meanders. Erosion problems


occur in these areas as well as in the sandy areas northeast of


the Normans Kill, and to a lesser extent, in some areas of glacial


tiil.


The map overlays are intended to be a guide in assessing the


susceptibility for landsliding and erosion within the Normans


Kill basin of Albany County, N.Y. Because of the possible inac­

curacies of the original soil survey, the topographic maps, and


map transfer and enlargment, on site investigations are imperative.


This is especially true given the amount of development that has


occurred since the soil survey (1936) and the topographic mapping


(1953 and 1954). Similarly, active landsliding and erosion that


has occurred since 30 April 1973--the date of the most recent


aerial photographs analyzed--could not have been detected.
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ACCOMPANYING MAP OVERLAYS


(all overlays are to U.S. Geological Survey

7-1/2 minute, 1:24,000 scale topographic maps)


1. Landslide and Erosion Potential, Albany Quadrangle


2. Landslide and Erosion Potential, Voorheesville Quadrangle


3. Active Landsliding and Erosion, Albany Quadrangle


4. Active Landsliding and Erosion, Voorheesville Quadrangle
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PROJECT-RELATED CORRESPONDENCE


4Wl


--
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation 
hsO Wolf Road, Albany, New York 12233 
Robert F. Flacke,


Commissioner 
March 7, 1979


Mr. Jan Berger
 

Cornell University - Remote Sensing


School of Civil & Environmental Engineering


Hollister Hall


Ithaca, New York 14858


Dear Mr. Berger:


I would like to thank you for the report, Remote Sensing


Assessment of Dam Flooding Hazards, which you sent to this


office.


The program presented in the report will be utilized to


inventory and inspect smaller dams in the western part of New


York State. At present, remote sensing is used in specific


dam problems.


I suggest that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers be informed


of said report. The Corps is involved with dam inspection


nationwide and I feel the many states that are in the early
 

stages of dam inspection could benefit greatly from your program.
 

I will informally discuss this matter with personnel of the New


York District.


Sincerely Yours,


7----
Kenneth D. Harmer 
Dam Safety Inspection Coordinator 
KDH:dr
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THE CAYUGA COUNTY


ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT COUNCIL


5 th FLOOR - COUN I Y o1 ICI' BUILDING -,6o GENLSEE STREET 
AUBURN NEW YORK 13021


II-IPIONI (315)151-1276


January 23, 1979


Mr. Warren Phillipson


Sr. Research Associate


Cornell University


School of Civil and' Environmental


Engineering


Hollister Hall


Ithaca, New York 14853


re: remote sensing applications


Dear Mr. Phillipson:


I would like to request a meeting to discuss the possibility of remote sensing


problem solving in Cayuga County. Following our phone conversation last week


I have spoken with James Hotaling the Manager of the Cayuga County Soil and


Water Conservation District. He has some interesting ideas and mutual concerns,


and would like to join us. Could we meet at your office on the afternoon of


January 30th or the 31st? I will contact you for your consideration later


this week.


Thanks for your attention.
 

Sincerely,


Robert Brower


Senior Planner
 

RB:cd


Cayug County 
Soil and Water Conservation UH'1frct 
C,,R 	 ,,OC0 
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. .... 	 January 19, 1979 
IAJA11 <, A MiTAI I/'t 
inJ , , 
GJ,fh If 	 1r,, , J I, Y 	 -e ­
It/A I 	 . 'HI(  

TO 	 Dolrrt ,rowor, Senior Planner


3avrn County Planning t3oard )jg ,-

FRO 	 James iotaling., District Managpfr, CCS&WCD - jji't nP -
Robert Inpham, District Conservationist, SCS 
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Qi Oo nt' oil 	 9ti 
Contairr~r-Th&1ow2 a're' the Qons -evation-I)igt'rl[t's and' Soil Corn, 
qprvotion Serviep's thouphts on possible application of remote . 
;r¢nl~njp in raipa County. Id ally, remote sensing would allow us 
to dntc'rm.inp to what depren ariciiltural activLtips 'Vfludehce&- i 4.' 
water qualitv. A majority,of our office's efforts are aimed at 
ronlfrrolli K soil erosion by water, and, in, particular, the accelernted 
nrosion craused by man's actions on the land. Protectlon of our soil 
rso'rcr base, minimizing pest~cide, sediment and nutrient transport 
into ouir watprcoilrscq are- all actions wo takp to maintain and improv, 
,,.ator quality. Our ltimOatego.al is to slow down and possibly re­
vrs- the cItural ntrohafi'on of ouir streams and lakes. hope­
fiillx1, remote qensinp can aid tis in these efforts. 
I pr-fil'v , w, *r, interoqted In tlr' fo]lowl ri: 
1. Obtain base-line data for the county on a watershed by watershed 
basis to comparr- how effnoetive our land management practices have 
heon; ep. a vi-w of the Dutch Hollow Brook watershed in 1979 and 
another view 5 years l'ate.r qhowrig improved water quality after 
soil conservation ,Meisures have been installed. 
2. Detprmino how many acres of the counity arf adequately treated 
anr how many morn n-ed consprvation treatmpnt. 
3. Ohtnin thfe number of land users with the most critical soil 
-rogion problems, so that those areas can be targetted for Imm-diate 
action. 
oil and Water Conservation District 
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District £rcmtary 
4. identify agricultural point sources of pollution; eg. muddy
di charges from field drainage tiles, or locating farms that have 
rhsir milkhouse waste linked directly to pipes discharging into 
ditches or streams. 
5. Comparison of water quality between plowed and unplowed fields


in pring, under high runoff conditions. 
6. Locte sources of severe animal waste runoff from barnyards


whivh rins directly into ditches or streams.


7. Locate areas of the most critical streambank erosion.


R. Locate other se'liment sources such as construction sites, road­
hnnkc, urban dovelopments, forested lands. 
9. lonat- heavv growth arnas of aquiatlc vegetation in all lakes


of the county.


1. ]'n ddition, the ident Ification of non-point sources of pollittion
along our lakeshoros in th- form of seepage from inadequate or 
faulty septic syst-rns would be of tremondous valun towards str-mmLnp
thp nrollf~ratton of exceqsive aquaric platt growth. 
At this point in time we do not know the exact capabiltIr(es
of TOMote sensing and our questions may be too broad or too limited. 
The value of the results of remote sensing techniques become important
only If practices are implemented to correct the identified problems.
And any management decisions relative to pollution control Imist be


made with costs and benpfits closely examined. We welcome the op­

portinitv to discus-S otir ideas further with you and Cornell as soon 
as Possible. Hopefully our conservation efforts can be enhanced and


Improved by remote sonsLn,.


Si ncerely, 
/ ror Inreng James H-J a ng
District Consrvationist District Mannger 
Project Proponal Contact: Stephen 11. McNally 
Cornell Univors ty fnor-y Coordinator 
Remote Sensing Program 
PROBLIt: 	 In order to operate an effective


Weatherization Program (Energy Retrofitting)


,and Residential Energy Evaluation Prorram, 
it is necessary to isolate 'arida'idntift' 
,,herenidenceswith .tle a$eltost heat loss;' 
Due to various sociological reasons the 2 
opposite information is receivedc (f.'e. t'he 
more energy efficient homes are identified). 
POSSIBLE SOLUTION: 	 By doing High Aititid 'or SateIlltecIffra-Rdd 
Techniques, the most,energy inefficient. 
Housing,.wou4d be target6a foa'Airther 
investigation. In on unction with' a 
.portale,hand-held infra-red scanner, we 
feel that 	 a more effiein'I pridrity'system 
could be,,established. This wuld lead to a mor 
more ,effective rrogram.hof. edicaicn.­
and retrofitting efforts. The poj6ect ' 
,would also, provide, a googaphiC/dmographic
breakdown 	 of the areas in the County with 
the most inefficient housing stock and 
thus make, 	 planning a greatdeal easpr.. 
3 
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I. 	 We are in the process of organizing environmental data files on a


town to town basis. Our data should be sufficient to allow us to


review or generate environmental assessments. We have no current


land use data. We have no vegetative cover inventory. We have no


air quality data. We have little information on climate or precipi­

tation patterns. We have little information on ground water systems.


2. 	 We believe a problem may exist in the wetlands at the south end of


Owasco Lake. An access road and Hurricane Agnes changed the surface


hydrology to the extent the extensive tree kills may be occurring.


We are interested In determining the feasibility of land disposal


of sewage effluent from the Moravia Sewage Treatment Plant.


JOHNkTA Nf ~ 1$A2095 
Telephone (518) 7624832 
RemotemSensingcPrograr


PLANNING DEPARTMENT PAUL J O'CONNOR. Director 
February 1, 1979


Dr. Warren Philipson


Remote Sensing Program


Hollister Hajll


Cornell University


Ithaca, NY 14q53


Dear Warren,


Regarding your recent request to Paul O'Connor for some type of photointerpre­

tation studies to be conducted, we have the following suggestions:


Through the use of multi-spectral, infrared photography, is it possible to


determine the extent of surface and sub-surface pollution from septic systems,
 

'surface runoff, barnyard runoff and road surface runoff?


Through the use of traditional aerial photography, can the extent of erosion


and sedimentation be determined for particular areas--specifically those streams


which enter the Great Sacandaga Lake?


The communities which we believe this type of work would apply to include the


fowus of Oppenheim, Ephratah, Ceroga, Bleecker. Mayfield, Northampton and


Broadalbin.


We hope that these suggestions are of use to you; and if you would like to follow


through on these, or have any comments or questions regarding the above, please


feel free to call.


Sincerely,


Bernr 
 chme!lz


Senior Planner


BS :,sk 
r - ST. LAWRENCE-EASTERN ONTARIO COMMISSION 
S J 317 WASHINGTON ST., WATERTOWN, N.Y. 13601 
PHONE (315] 782-0100 
EXTENSION 2634 
ERNEST J. LA BAFF, Chairman WILLIAM F TYSON, Executive Director 
March 5, 1979


Warren R. Philipson


Sr. Research Associate


Cornell University


Remote Sensing Program


School of Civil and Env. Eng.


Hollister Hall


Ithaca, NY 14853


Dear Warren:


As you requested I am forwarding information regarding the two topics


_you feel you can pursue for the Commission. Each is detailed below.


1) Defining river currents as inputs to oil spill response modeling -

In order to reduce negative impacts of oil spills on the St. Lawrence River


the Commission is developing a spill response model. A copy of the project


scope of work is attached.


It is desired that you pursue the objective of identifying and delineating


river currents in the area between Tibbets Point and the St. Lawrence - Franklin


County line. Identification of currents will provide information required


regarding probable oil movement subsequent to a spill in relation to sensitive


ecological and economic areas. This identification will assist in developing


a containment/clean-up stategy to be followed in the event of a spill.


Specifically, it would be of value if areas with currents could be


identified. This in turn identifies areas without such currents. If delineation


of direction and velocity is possible this would also be of value. The


direction of flow is of greater importance than velocity.


Sections 4 and 5 of the attached scope address the question of expected


benefits of the overall project.


2) Determining near-shore river/lake bottom types - In an effort to


develop a CMP for the area it became evident that there was almost no information


regarding bottom type. The objective of your efforts would be to identify and


delineate bottom types in the near shore area (generally less than 30 feet


of water) of Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence River. This information would


assist in fisheries management by assisting in the identification of spawning


and other areas the various fish are dependent upon. It would allow, if


replicated later, an evaluation of land management techniques implemented to


reduce upland erosion and the subsequent sedimentation that occurs.


Warren R. Philipson


Page Two


March 5, 1979


Short term direct benefit would be the identification of spawning areas


and then incorporation into the coastal management program. Longer term


benefit would be the ability to access the impact of upland erosion control


measures in order to develop an efficient and effective management program.


Hopefully this background will assist you. I am available to meet with you


if you feel it would be beneficial. If additional information is required,


feel free to contact me.


Sincerely,


Daniel J. Palm
 

Prin. Coastal Zone


Resources Specialist


as
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DEVELOPING IN SITU FLOOD ESTIMATORS


USING MULTI-DATE LANDSAT IMAGERY


J.N. McLeester and W.R. Philipson
 

Remote Sensing Program


Cornell University


School of Civil and Environmental Engineering


Ithaca, New York 14853


Paper presented at the 45th Annual Meeting


of the American Society of Photogrammetry


19-23 March 1979, Washington, D.C.


-PAPER IS INCLUDED IN APPENDIX A­

v&~x4a~ ACL£LAM MAT FLIM 
A METHODOLOGY FOR DAM INVENTORY AND


INSPECTION WITH REMOTELY SENSED DATA
 

J.P. Berger, W.R. Philipson and T. Liang


Remote Sensing Program


School of Civil and Environmental Engineering


Cornell University


Ithaca, New York 14853


Paper presented at the 45th Annual Meeting


of the American Society of Photogrammetry


19-23 March 1979, Washington, D.C.
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A METHODOLOGY FOR DAM INVENTORY AND 
INSPECTION WITH REMOTELY SEU4SED DATA 
J.P. Berger, W.R. Philipson and T. Liang


Remote Sentn ng Pro'11rim 
School of Cvil and Environmental Engineering 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York 14853 
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ABSTRACT


A methodology is presented to increase the efficiency and ac­

curacy of dam inspection by incorporating remote sensing tech­

niques into field-based monitoring programs. The methodology


focuses on New York State and places emphasis on readily a­

vailable remotely sensed data--aerial photographs and Landsat


data. Aerial photographs are employed in establishing a state­

wide data base, referenced on county highway and U.S. Geolog­

ical Survey 1:24,000 scale, topographic maps. Data base up­

dates are conducted by county or'region, using aerial photo­

graphs or Landsat as a primary source of information. Field


investigations are generally limited to high-hazard or special


problem dams, or to dams which cannot be assessed adequately


with aerial photographs. Although emphasis is placed on avail­

able data, parameters for acquiring new aircraft data for asses­

sing dam condition are outlined. Large scale (1:10,000) ver­

tical, stereoscopic, color-infrared photography, flown during


the spring or fall, as recommenied.


1. INTRODUCT1ON


The failure of dams or other water impoundment structures can


have disastrous consequences. In 1972, a National Program of


.jfnspection of Dams was establ-sh.d by Public Law 92-367. With


this law, the U.S. Army Corps :,f Engineers became responsible 
for inventorying and inspecting larger dams throughout the


United States (i.e., dams at least 25 feet high, with impound­

ments of at least 15 acre-fest; or c least 6 feet hc , wiLth 
impou(Imtells of aL least 50 ocru--fcoc'). in New York Scate, 
however, this represents only aDout ten percent of the State's


dams. Although the Federal effort is substantial, states such


as New York will still have the major responsibility for dam
 

safety. Further, in New York and likely other states, dam in­

spection has been based solely on field assessment--a near im­

possible task.


Remote sensing from aircraft or spacecraft offers one means to


increase the efficiency and accuracy of field-based, dam in­

spection. The application of aerial photographs and other re­

motely sensed data can potentially provide useful information


for all required tasks: (1) inventorying dams (includes de­

termining location and size of impoundment, dam type and height,


spillway type, and reservoir and dam use); (2) determining their


hazard class (categorized on basis of downstream land use and


cover); and (3) assessing their condition (includes detection


of leaks, overtopping, erosion, deterioration and obstructions).


In this paper, a methodology is presented which incorporates the


use of aerial photographs and Landsat satellite data into the
 

New York State Dam Safety Program.* Although the methodology


focuses on New York State, similar procedures could be adopted


by other states. The methodology has, and is presented in, two


phases; the first being the establishment of baseline informa­

tion, and the second being the implementation of a baseline up­

date (Fig. i).


2. ESTABLISHING BASELINE DATA


To develop a monitoring procedure, a data base that identifies


and characterizes all known dams and reservoirs, at some par­

ticular date, must be prepared. New York State's Dam Safety


Program operates on a county by county approach, with baseline
 

information already collected for more than half of the counties


in the State. These existing data were derived through field


inspection and State permits, which are required for construc­

ting all but the smallest water impoundment structure. The


data are organized in files and recorded on county highway maps


(generally, 1:62,500 in scale) and U.S. Geological Survey topo­

graphic maps (1:24,000 in scale). A systematic procedure for


preparing data bases for the remaining counties follows.


(1) Select County


If data bases for all remaining counties are to be completed


in one effort, the order in which counties are selected is
 

arbitrary. If the inventory is to be conducted in stages over


* A more complete description of The methodology, as well as 
a review of the value and use of remote sensing for dam in­

spection, can be found in the report from which this paper


was derived, Berger et al., 1978.
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more than one season, however, "priority counties" might be


chosen. A priority county could be one with a large number


of dams, many high-hazard dams, or possibly a large number of


older dams. A complete review of existing permit and file


information is needed if priority counties are to be iden­

tified.


(2) Assemble Existing Dam Information


The State maintains files on all dams with permits, and these


are grouped by county. Unless recently field checked, how­

ever, the file information is subject to error. The dams


may have been removed, they may never have been built, or


they may have been incorrectly located or described in the


permit. To prepare an accurate county data base, the file


information must be compared with image-derived information


and/or field checked, and plotted on current map bases.


(3) Acquire Appropriate Maps


The most recent county highway maps and U.S. Geological Sur­

vey 1:24,000 scale, topogkaphic maps should be acquired for


recording the data base information. It is possible that


these maps depict new dam or reservoir information which is


not found in the existing files or, if the maps post-date the


images, on the available remotely sensed images.


(4) Acquire Appropriate Aerial Photographs


Recent aerial photographic coverage of each county is needed


to inventory dams. Although Landsat data are useful for iden­

tifying reservoirs and general land use, their resolution is


inadequate for obtaining information on most dams.


It is recommended that existing, stereoscopic aerial photo­

graphs be borrowed or examined at county or various other of­

fices throughout the state. Most of the available photographs


of New York and other states are panchromatic (black-and-white),


at scales between 1:15,000 and 1:40,000. These should be ad­

equate, especially if they were acquired during periods of


minimum vegetative cover (early spring or late fall). Much


information can also be derived from high-altitude (small scale)

photographs. If available, color-infrared or color photographs


would be preferred over panchromatic coverage because they nor­

mally afford more information (Table 1).


(5) Inventory Water Bodies


All county water bodies larger than 0.4 hectare should be lo­

cated using the maps or more recent aerial photographs. With


aerial photographs, the most efficient procedure is to scan


the entire area covered by each photograph. High-altitude,


color-infrared photographs are normally ideal for this task


because of the large area covered by each photograph and the
 

spectral. contrast between water and its background in che in­

frared region.


Photo-identified surface waters which are not shown on the


county or topographic maps should be recorded on the maps,
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preferably on acetate overlays. Similarly, water bodies 
which appear on the maps but not on more recent photographs 
should be noted on the overlays. They may have been removed, 
or they may have dried up permanently or temporarily. The 
use of map overlays is desirable because baseline inrormacion 
can be recorded without permanently obscuring map features. 
In addition, as new maps are acquired, only the overlays need 
be transferred. 
(6) Inventory Dams


The inventory of dams includes confirming the existence of


known dams as well as finding new dams. As each water body


is identified on the most recent aerial photographs, stereo­

scopic analysis should be employed to search for any impound­

ing structures. All identified dams should be recorded on


the acetate overlays, and other possible sites derived from


the permit files should also be noted.


A map overlay labeling system should be adopted for designa­

ting each dam and defining the information source from which


it was identified. For example: 
.Number of dam: a number assigned to each dam by the 
state 
.Information source: A - aerial photograph


S - satellite data


P - permit


F - field check


.Date of informa- a four digit number designating the


tion source(s): 	 month and year of the information


source(s); the day may be recorded


in the files


.Hazard class: a - low, b - medium, or c - high


The code "502-A0776c" would signify dam number 502, which was


located and evaluated from aerial photographs flown in July

1976, and determined to be a high-hazard structure. If a


field check is conducted the following month, the code on the


overlay would be changed to 502-F0876c. With this system, the


last inspection procedure is readily noted from the map code,


and field checks or future updates can be planned accordingly.


A file card corresponding to each coded dam can be compiled


to give additional information and to summarize other file


data. If desired, all information could be entered into a


computer for storage, retrieval, and update. The data should


include at least the following:


.Nature of information sources, e.g., type and scale of


imagery.


.County and nearest downstream city, town, or village, with


the population an,' distance from the dam.


.U.S. Geological Survey 1:24,000 scale, topographic imap 
name. 
.Coordinates of dam site (longitude and latitude or U.T.M.). 
.Name of dam or impoundment and river or stream.


.Type of dam, year completed, height, purpose, maximum


capacity and condition.


(7) Site Assessment


Information obtained during field inspections conducted after


or near the date of the photography will serve to establish


the baseline data on a photo-identified dam. In lieu of such


information, a complete photographic assessment of the dam


site should be performed when the dam is identified. This


includes collecting inventory data, categorizing the hazard


class, and evaluating the condition of the dam and site. The


assessment is principally a visual, qualitative evaluation,


although photogrammetric measurements can be made of reservoir


size and dam height (Thompson, 1966). The descriptive evalu­

ation should be placed in the appropriate file.


(8) Field Inspection


When establishing the initial data base, field checks should


be made if the date of the information source is relatively


old (for a high-hazard dam, "old" may be as recent as one


year); if new or removed water bodies and/or dams are identi­

fied on the photographs or maps; or if the information is de­

rived from permits that post-date the photography. In gener­

al, field inspection is also recommended for high-hazard dams,


large dams, large reservoirs, and older dams. In some cases,


written or verbal communication with the dam owner or respon­

sible county official may suffice and eliminate the need for


a field visit. When information is collected, appropriate


additions, changes, and deletions can be made on the overlays


and in the files.


3. UPDATING BASELINE DATA


Statewide or regional updates of larger water bodies and major


changes in land use can be achieved rapidly with satellite


-data; however, a thorough inventory and inspection of dam sites


requires the use of permit file, map, aerial photographic and


field information. A methodology for conducting detailed


(e.g., county-level) inventories and inspections will be de­

scribed, followed by an approach to conducting more genera­

lized updates.


3.1. Detailed Data Base Update


A detailed update of baseline data will derive information


from various sources in an effort to plan and expedite field


inspections. Steps for accomplishing this update are, as fol­

lows:


(1) Assemble Required Data


Assemble all permit and file information collected since the


last update. It is assumed that as new permits were ±ssued 
and file information received, the data were appropriately re­

corded on the basemap overlays. The update will serve to con­

firm this information. Acquire the most recent aerial photo­

graphs and any new county highway or topographic maps.
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(2) Impoundment and Dom Identification


If new maps were acquired, thoy should be compared with the


data base overlays for new information when the overlays are 
transferred to the new maps. '-onaver nossible, aerl;U photo­
graphs should be used for IRiounc-eni and dam identl. cation. 
Performing this survey with the county and topographic base 
maps close at hand will aid in locating all known or proposed 
dam sites. If recent, countywide aerial photographic coverage 
is available, proceed to Step (3); if it is not, satellite 
data can be used to locate major changes in surface waters, 
and thereby confirm permit information and possibly identify 
illegal impoundments (Sec. 3.2). If new aerial photographic 
coverage is not anticipated in the near future, field checks 
to identify new, altered or removed water bodies should follow, 
as outlined in Step (4). 
(3) Site Assessment


When a dam site is encountered on the aerial photographs, it


should be fully assessed, with file and base map overlay data


appropriately added or updated (Sec. 2). As noted, a complete


photographic assessment of each dam site should be made before


considering another site, and all hew information should be


labeled as photo-checked.


(4) Field Checks


Field investigations are critical to dam safety inspection.


In general, high-hazard dams and large dams or reservoirs


should be field checked regularly even when no problem condi­

tions are detected through photographic analysis. Field in­

spection is also required whenever a complete evaluation of


a dam site cannot be performed with recent photographs (e.g.,


if a spillway is obscured from view by tree cover), or when­

ever a dam is determined through photographic analysis to be


a high-hazard dam or have some problem condition. In contrast,


no field inspection is required of a low-hazard dam for which


no change in hazard class and no problem condition is detected


through analysis of recent photographic coverage. Moreover,


as will be described in Section 4, the actual number or fre­

quency of field checks could be reduced significantly if new


remotely sensed data were flown specifically for the purpose


of dam site inspection.


3.2. Generalized Data Base Update


If a rapid, regional update of water bodies and major land


use changes is desired, the information may be derived from


satellite data. This type of update may be warranted if per­

mits indicate a large number of dams have been constructed


since the last update, or simply, if recent photographs are


not available. On the other hand, a satellite-derived update


should not be performed if the data base is old; a detailed


update will be required.


Land cover change detection with Landsat Multispectral Scanner


(MSS) data is more accurately achieved by computer analysis


than by manual (visual) analysis. Computer-compatible tapes,


computer access, and special computer software are required
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(NASA, 1975; Carter et a]., 1977). In general, the analysis


requires two dates of Landsac Gata, one being close to the


date of the existing data bo;c "'ref erred) or older, and the


other being the most recenL sceTe available. Both tapes 
should be of scenes imaged nn the late summer. Using appro­
priate computer software packacas, new, removed, or changed


water and cultural features can be found for an interim up­

date.


Although manual analyses of satellite images are limited,


they may be the only methods that can be implemented before


a field check if aerial photographs or computer access are


not available. For manual analysis of Landsat data, black­

and-white spectral transparencies of late-sumner MSS band 7


(near-infrared) images, in a 23-by-23cm (9-by-9 inch) format, 
are recommended. Using a standard overhead projector whose 
position and orientation can be controlled, a single, posi­
tive transparency can be pro3ected onto the current county 
map and overlay. Water bodies on the map can be compared to 
the superimposed image for data base update. Although the 
higher resolution, Landsat-3 Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) images
would also provide useful information, four RBV images must 
be purchased to cover the same area as that covered by a 
single MSS image, and the RBV data'are panchromatic, which is 
less effective than infrared for distinguishing water. 
-
As an alternative to simple projection of single images, two 0V


dates of each scene could be employed in a multi-date analy­

sis. For example, by "sandwiching" and registering positive r


and negative band 7 transparencies of an old and recent date,


respectively, and by viewing the composite over a source of


white light, new water bodies (larger than approximately 10


hectares) will appear as light-toned areas. Other change­

detection techniques which make use of an additive-color view­

er or diazo might also be employed (Reeves, 1975).


In general, certain land covers, agricultural or climatic dif­

ferences between the two dates, clouds and cloud shadows can


all be sources of confusion for manual or computer approaches


to change detection. Furthermore, an aerial photographic or


field check is always needed to confirm Landsat-derived infor­

mation.


4. COLLECTION OF NEW REMOTELY SENSED DATA


It is improbable that New York or any other state would ex­

pend funds to fly new remote sensing coverage of all dams in


the state, on a regular basis. Sensing for monitoring or


assessing the condition of selected problem or high-hazard


dams may be economically viable, however, and the development


of such a program should be considered.


4.1. Sensor Selection


For monitoring dam sites, a sensor must provide data which


will allow an assessment of spatial and spectral relationships.


This requlremenz can only be filled with an imaging sensor.


The selection of a particular imaging system will be dependent


upon the number and size of impoundments to be monitored, and


the availability of equipment, facilities and/or funds. Con­

siderang the most useful spectral bands for obtaining dam­

related information (Table 1), and recognizing that these


bands can be sensed in various ways, it is apparent that


nearly a]l features of interest can be evaluated succs t;­

folly with a single lens, photographic frame camera and a 
single color-infrared film. Dam-site monitoring might De


conducted more comprehensively with several films (multi­

ple cameras), through multispectral filtering of a single


film (multi-lens camera), or with additional sensors. Ther­

inal data, for example, might prove quite valuable for de­

tecting dam leaks or other possible problems, especially if


the data were acquired during night-time hours (Table 1).


But the advantages of utilizing a single film and a single


lens camera are manifold.


4.2. Photographic Scale


Although the complete design of an aerial photographic mis­

sion is beyond the scope of this paper, it is noted that the


mission design that is optimum for detecting reservoirs and


dams would be somewhat different from that of a mission for


evaluating hazard class, and quite different from that of a


mission for assessing dam conditioh. All are governed by
 

the camera utilized, the aircraft, whether oblique or verti­

cal photography is to be acquired, and the spatial, spectral


and temporal (seasonal and diurnal) characteristics of the


features of interest.


Many aspects of dam site monitoring can be accomplished with


small scale photographs (1:80,000 to 1:130,000); while medi­

um scale photographs (1:20,000±) are better for "all-purpose"


monitoring--inventory, evaluating hazard class and, to a


large degree, assessing dam condition. Medium scale, panchro­

matic photographs are likely to be the primary tool for mon­

itoring because they are acquired periodically by various


agencies which normally make them available for distribution.


But if new photography is to be flown for assessing the con­

dition of selected problem or high-hazard dams, it is recom­

mended that large scale photographs be acquired.


4.3. Photographic Monitoring of Dam Condition
 

AS outlined in Table 2, color-infrared aerial photographs of


the dam structure and its surroundings should be obtained.


If landsliding or excessive erosion is judged to be a 2ossible


problem, the land surrounding the reservoir should also be


photographed; if the impoundment is small, coverage of the


entire reservoir might be obtained.


The primary photographic coverage should be stereoscon2c and


vertical. Oblique photographs, such as those obtainable with


a hand-held camera from the window of an aircraft, might be


a valuable supplement, especially for inspecting a dam's down­

stream face. But oblique photography is not an acceotable


replaccmn3nt for vertical photography. 
In general, the scale of the vertical photography should be


compatible with the size of the dam structure and the other


areas to be photographed. Under no circumstances, howmever,


should the scale be smaller than 1:10,000, and scales as


A:5,000 are recommended.
large as 
 
,Aerial photographic sensing for assessing dam condition should


be conducted with high sun angles. In addition, althot;gh the


likelihood of detecting potential problems should increase as


the vegetation or snow cover decreases, a grass cover could


serve to enhance wetness or erosion. The optimum period for


photographic sensing in New York State would thus be during


the early spring or late fall. Notably, the duration of ac­

ceptable sun angles may be relatively short at these times.


In conclusion, aerial photographic monitoring of dam sites is


one means to increase the efficiency of field operations and/


or to reduce the total number of field visits. Similar to


the value and purpose of remote sensing for all facets of dam


inspection, photographic monitoring is not a replacement for


field inspection.
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Table 1. Spectral bands tor monitoring cams.


TASK OR OBJECT 

DIFFERENTIATION 
I. Inventory 

reservoir vs. background 

dam vs. water 

dam vs. vegetation' 

dam vs. soil' 

dam type 2 

dam height 2 

spillway, wet vs. 

background 

spillway, dry vs. 

vegetatlon­

spillway, dry vs. soil1 

4
spillway type (wet) 

2 4  
spillway type (dry)

reservoir/dam use-

II. Hazard Classification 

topography2 

land use (cultural)3 

III. Condition Assessment 

non-overflow section: 

.leaks 

.earth dam erosion, 

breaching or over­
3 

topping 

.concrete dam breaching 

or overtopping 3 

spillway deterioration: 

.wet spillway 3 

.dry spillway 2 

choked spillway where 

obstructions are: 

3

.floating or surface 

.submersed3 

land surrounding 

impoundments3 

R1:JJSCTED RADIATION 
PR UNLRY SECONDARY 
1* R 
I R 
R G,B 
B -
I R 

R G,B 

B -
I R 

-
RG B,I 

I,R G,B 

I R 
I,R -
I R 

I R 

-
-

IR -

G,B -

I,R -

VALUE OF


TflRC\'L


High 

High 

Mod. 

Mod. 

High 

Mod. 

Mod. 

High 

Low 

Low-Mod. 

Low-Mod. 

High 

Mod. 

Low-Mod. 

High 

Low-Mod. 

Low 

Low-Mod. 

Notes: *I, infrared; R, red; G, green; B, blue


Assumes concrete structure.


2 	Object differentiation or completion of the task is prin­

cipally a problem of spatial analysis.


3 Analysis of spatial properties may be at least as impor­

tant as spectral analysis.


4 Categorization of spillway type as internal or external


assumes the spillway has been detected.


aS 
Tab] e 2. Mjsssjon parcnacLers for aerial photographic sensing 
of dam conditions.


PRIMARY DATA: 	 VERTICAL PIIOTOGRAPHY


.Cameras 	 one camera; single lens; format of 70mm or


larger.


.Film/Filter color infrared (Kodak Aerochrome Infrared 2443


or 3'443); filter with cut-off about 0.4vm


(Wratten 12 or 15).


.Scale 	 dam structure, 1:5,000 to 1:10,000.


reservoir & surroundings, 1:10,000.


.Overlap 	 for stereoscopic coverage, consecutive photos


should overlap by at least 50%, and prefer­

ably 60%.


.Constraints 	 flights should be conducted during:


a. 	 early spring or late fall (minimum


vegetation and no snow)


b. 	 highest possible solar altitude


c. periods of 	 less than 20% cloud cover


OPTIONAL DATA: 	 OBLIQUE PHOTOGRAPHY


.Cameras 	 one camera; single lens; format of 35mm or


larger.


.Film/Fi.ter 	 (see above).


.Scale 	 variable, preferably 1:5,000± of dam face.


.Overlap 	 if possible, obtain stereoscopic coverage.


.Constraints (see above); all oblique photographs should


be acquired during the mission to acquire


vertical photographs; no special flights


are recommended.


*";V
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Figure 1. 
 Principal steps for dam inventory and inspection.
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APPENDIX F


RECENT SEMINARS AND ORIENTATION SESSIONS
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SEMINAR IN REMOTE SENSING


Date 	
 
Jan 

24 

Jan 

31 

Feb 

14 

Feb 

21 

Mar 

7 

Mar 	
 
14 	
 
Mar 

28 

Apr 	
 
4 	
 
Apr 

List of Seminars


Spring Term 1979


Speaker 
 
Warren R. Philipson 
 
Cornell University 
 
Barry S. Siegal 
 
Sr. Remote Sensing Geologist 
 
Ebasco Services Inc. 
 
Greensboro, North Carolina


Walley W. Brown 
 
Sr. Scientist/Biologist 
 
Earth Satellite Corp.


Washington, D.C.


Robert L. Talerico 
 
Research Coordinator 
 
Forest Service, USDA 
 
Broomall, Pennsylvania


George E. Courville 
 
Program Manager 
 
Department of Energy


Washington, D.C.


Thomas J. Schmugge 
 
Physical Scientist 
 
NASA/GSFC


Greenbelt, Maryland


Paul G. Teleki 
 
Staff Geologist 
 
U.S. Geological Survey


Reston, Virginia


William E. Collins 
 
Assistant Professor 
 
Columbia University 
 
New York, N.Y. 
 
Gregory M. Wickware 
 
Lands Directorate 
 
Canada Centre for Inland 
 
Waters


Burlington, Ont., Canada


Topic


Organizational Meeting--
 
Overview of Seminars and


Introduction to Remote


Sensing


Geologic Site Investiga­

tions with Remotely Sensed


Data


Wetland Mapping Utilizing


Aerial Photography


Quantifying Hardwood De­

foliation with the Scene


Color Standard Technique


IR Thermography and Build­

ing Heat Loss Analysis


Microwave Radiometry and


its Applications


The Seasat Synthetic


Aperture Radar


Spectral Properties of


Natural Targets with an


Airborne, 500-Channel


Spectroradiometer


Wetland Classification


and Environmental Monitor­

ing Using Digital Data


11 
Date Speaker Topic 

Apr R. Michael Hord 
18 Manager, Applications Devel­
opment 
Institute for Advanced 
Computations 
Alexandria, Virginia 
May Benny M. Sorensen 
2 Project Manager 
Commission of the European 
Communities 
Joint Research Center 
Ispra, Italy 
Digital Image Processing 

on the Illiac IV 

The European Ocean Color 

Scanner Experiment 1977 

in the North Sea 

713­
73 
Conference on LANDSAT Applications


in New York State


STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT ONEONTA


April 6, 1979 
AGENDA


9 15 - 10 00 AM COFFEE HOUR 	 Rm. 321, Milne Library 
10"00 - 11:00 TOPIC: The EasternResources Remote Sensing Rm. 318, Milne Library 
ApplicationsCenter (ERRSAC) Program 
SPEAKERS: Dr. Phil Cressey and Mr. Tom Austin, 
NASA/Goddard. 
11.00 - 12 00 TOPIC- A State'sApplicationsProgram Vermont Rm. 318, Mine Library 
SPEAKERS. 	 Mr. Brian Stone, State of Vermont 
Dr Roy Whitmore, University of Vermont 
12:00 - 1 15 LUNCH 	 Hunt College Union 
1-15- 2-00 TOPIC. Cornell University'sRemote Sensing Rmi. 318, Milne Library 
Program-Remote Sensing for the User 
SPEAKERS. Dr. Warren Philipson, Cornell 
University 
2-00 - 3-00 TOPIC: Automated GeographicInformation Rm. 318, Milne Library 
Systems related to LANDSAT Technology 
SPEAKER: Professor Paul Baumann, State 
University of New York at Oneonta 
3:00 - Small group discussions Rm. 318 and 321 
Milne Library 
Co-sponsored by the NASA/Eastern Resources Remote Sensing Applications Center and the Department 
of Geography, State University of New York at Oneonta. 
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Director.
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Westinghouse Electric Corp. 

Ardmore Blvd. and Brinton Ad. 

Pxttsburgh, PA 15221 
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COIELL 	 RLMOTF StNSING NEWSLETTER 
LIST OF RECIPIENTS 
CAMPUS GROUPS AND INDIVIDUALS 
1. ,Administration 
 
F.H.T. Rhodcs (President, Cornell) 
 
W;K. Kennedy (Provost, Cornell) 
 
J.W. Spencer (Special Asa't. to President) 
 
2. Administrative Programming Service 
 
C. Selvarajah 
 
3. Aerospace 	 Studies (Air Force R O.T.C.) 
J Levisky (Major) 
 
4. 	 Agricultural Economics 
 
r 
 
O.D. Porker (Chairman; Prof.) 
 
D.J. All.e (Prof.)


1.E. conklin (Prof.) 
 
G.R. Fohnur (Research Specialist) 
K.V. Gardner (Sr. Extension ASSOC.) 
 
W.C. Hunt (Extension Assoc.) 
 
5. Agricultural Engineering 
 
D.A. Naith (Assoc. Prof., Civil & Envir. Eng'g. 
 
and Agr. Eng'g.) 
 
L 11. Irwin '(Assoc. Prof.) 
 
W J. Jewell (Assoc. Prof.) 
 
G. Levine (Prof.; Dir. Center for Envir. Research) 
 
B.C. 	 Loehr (Dir., Environmental Studies; Prof.,


Civil and Envir. Eng'g. and Agr. 
 
Eng'g.) 
 
D.C. Ludington (Assoc. Prof.) 
 
6. Agronomy 
 
R F. Lucey (Chairman; Prof.) 
 
R W, Arnold (Prof.) 
 
D.E. Bouldin (Prof.) 
W.F. Croney (Sr. Ext. Assoc.) 
 
M. Drosdoff (Prof. Emer.) 
 
E.R. Lemon (Prof ; Soil Scientist, U.S.D.A.) 
 
G W. Olson (Asoc. Prof.) 
 
J.H. Peverly * (Asst. Prof 
 
A R. van Wambeke (Prof.) 
 
Newsletters are sent to the main office of each department 
 
listed 
as well as to various individuals within the department. 
 
In addition, Newsletters are provided to graduate and under-

- graduate students# upon request. 
7. Anthropology 
L. Applied and Engineering Physics


A.F. Ruckus (Prof.) 
9. Astroom~y


F.D. Drake (Dir., Nat'l. Astronomy & Ionospheke


center; Prof.)


n.e. Harwit (Prof.) 
C. Sagan (Dir Planetary Studies, Assoc. Dir.


Radiophysics and Space Research;
 

Prof.)


Y. Terziun (Prof.)


J. Veverka (Assoc. Prof.) 
i0, Atmospheric Sciences (Agronomy)


D.E. Dethier (Prof.)


W.W. Knapp (Assoc. Prof.)


A.B. Pack (Sr. Extension Assoc.)


ii. Biological Sciences 
12. Boyce Thompson Institute


E.I. Duckley (Plant Biochemist)


5.5. Jacobson (Plant Physiologist)


13. 	 City and Regional Planning


Sho


S. Salt70an (Chairman, Prof.)

BG. Jones (Prof.)


S.W. Stein (Prof 	 0 4 
14. Civil and Environmental Engineering


R.N. 	 White (Dir. School of C.E.E.; Prof., Strut­

tural Enq'g.)


G.B. Lyon (Asst. Dir., Assoc. Prof., Envir.


Eng'g.)


J.F. Abel (Assoc. Prof., Structural Eng'g


D J. Bolcher (Prof Emor.)


J.J. Bisogni (Asst. Prof., Envir. Eng'g.)


W H. Brutsaert (Prof., Envir. Eng'g.)


R.]. Dick (Prof , Envir. Eng'g.)


L.B Dworsky (Prof., Envir. Eng'g.)


T,. Erb (Research Specialist, Pemote Sensing


isProgram)


G.P. Fisher (Prof., Envir. Eng'g


C.D. Gates (Prof , Envir. Zngy'.) 
P. Gergely (Prof., Structural Eng'g.)


J.N. Gossett (Asst. Prof., Envir. Eng'g.) 
S.C. Iagedorn (Data Analyst, Remote Sensing Program) 
S.C. Hollister (Prof. Emer.)


A.R. Ingraffea (Asst. Prof., Structural Eng'g.)


14. 	 Civil and E~vironmental Lng'g (Cont.)


G 11 Jarka 
 (Asst Prof., 
Envir ng'g.)

P.R Jutro 
 (Sr. Research Assoc., Envir. Eng'g.) 
 
F.H. Kulhawy 
 (Assoc. Prof., Structural Eng'g.) 
 
T. Ltang 
 (Prof., Remote Sensing 	Program)

J.A. 	 Liggett
 (Prof., fnvir. Eng-g.) 

P. Liu 
 (Asst Prof., Envar. Eng'g.) 

D P. Loucks 
 (chairman, Envir. Eng'g., Prof.)

W.. Lynn 
 (Prof , lnvir. Eng'g.) 

It.McGuire 
 (Prof., Structural Eng'g.) 

A J NcHar 
 (Prof., Civil and Envir. Enq'g.)

A If.Meyburg 
 (Prof , Envir. Engig.) 
 
A if.Nilbon 
 (Chairman, Structural Eng'g., Prof.)

N. Orlotf 
 (Assoc. Prof , Envir. Eng'g.) 
 
T Pekoz 
 (Assoc. Prof., Structural Research Mgr.)

W.R. 	 Philipson 
 (sr. Research Assoc., Remote Sensing 
 
Program)
D A. Sangrey 
 (Assoc. Prof., Structural Eng-g.) 

R.E. 	 Schuler 
 (Assoc. Prof., Envir. Engg. and


Economics)

C.A. 	 Shoemaker 
 (Asst. Prof , Envir. Eng'g.)
P.O. 	 Slate 
 (Prof., Structural Eng'g.)

J R. Stedinger 
 (Asst. Prof., Envir. Eng'g.)

G. Winter 
 (Prof. Emer.) 

15. 	 College of Agriculture and Life Sciences 
 
D L. Call (Dean) 
 
16. College of Architecture, Art and Planning 
 
K.C. 	 Parsons (Dean, Prof.)

H.W. 	 Richardson (Assoc. Dean, Assoc. Prof.) 
 
17. College of Engineering 
 
T.E. Everhart (Dean)

P R. Mclsaac (Assoc Dean; Prof., Electrical Eng'g.) 
 
F.J. 	 Ahimaz (Dir., Eng'g. Basic Studies; Prof.)


18. Computer Graphics


D.P. 	 Greenberg (Dir., Prof., Arch.) 
 
19. Computer Science 
 
20. Design and Environnenta1 Analysis


21. Ecology and Systematics 
 
J.P. 	 Barlow (AssoC. Prof., oceanography)

P.F. 	 Brussard (Assoc. Prof., Ecology) 
 
G.E. 	 Likens (Prof., Ecology)

P.L. Marks (Assoc. Prof., Biology) 
 
22. Education


R B. lischcr (Prof.)


V.N. 	 Rockcastle (Prof.)


23. 	 Electrical Engineering


R. Solgiano, Jr. (Prof.)


M. Kim (Prof.)

W.B. 	 Ku (Prof.)


S. Linke (Prof.)

C. Poitle (Assoc. Prof.)

G.J. 	 Wolga (Prof.)


24. Entomology


25. Entomology Extension


26. Floriculture and 	Ornamental Horticulture


M.. Adleman 
 (Assoc. Prof., Landscape Architecture)


A S. Leberman 
 (Prof., Landscape Architecture)
 

P.J Trowbridge 
 (Asst. Prof., Landscap8 Architecture)


27. 	 Geological Sciences


J.E. Oliver 
 (Chairman; Prof.)

J.M. Bird 
 (Prof.)


A.L. Bloom 
 (Prof.)


C.E. 	 Karig 
 (Assoc. Prof.)


J. Ni 
 (Research Specialist)


W.B. 	 Travers 
 (Assoc. Prof.)


28. History of Art


29. 	 International Agriculture


-J.F Metz (Director Prof., Marketing)

L.W. 	 Zuidema (Asst. Director)


30. International Studies, Center


31. 	 Landscape Architecture Grad. Program


L. Mirin . (Asst. Prof.)


32. Materials Science and Engineering


33. 	 Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering


34. Media Services


A.S. Moffat (Science Newswriter)


35. Military Science 	(Army R.O.T.C.)


36. 
 
37.
3T 
 
. 
I. C-

* 
 
0 
A 38. 
IX L.L39. 
 
0V, %O 
40. 
 
r 
tl 
41. 
 
42. 
 
A\ 
 
43 
 
44. 
 
45. 
 
46. 
 
Modarn Linguages and LingubtlCS 
 
2.3. feuktenkamp 
 
Natural Nesources
 

W.1[ verhart 
 
1.1. Brumbted 
 
J W Caslick 
 
LS. hadMilLon 
 
R R. Morrow 
 
R.T. Oqlssby

M.E. Richmond 
 
W R Schaffner 
 
J Skaley 
 
BT Wilkins 
0 
 
(Instructor)


(LhaLrman, Prof.)

(Assoc. Prof.) 
 
(Senior Research Assoc.)


(Prof.) 
 
(Prof.)


(Pofo)
(Assoc. Prof: Program Load~r, Coop.

wildlife Research Unit)


(Research Assoc.)
(Rescarch Asst.)


(Assoc Prof.; Program Leader, Sea 
 
Grant Advisory Service)


Naval Science (Navy R O.T C 
 
N.Y.S. Agricultural Experiment Station, Ithaca 
T Huller (Assoc. Director) 
Operations Research and Industrial Engineering


T.J. Santner (Asst. Prof 3 
A. Schultz (Prof.)
B W. Turnbull (Assoc. Prof.) 
 
Planning and Facilities 
 
R.I. Clawson 
 
Plant Pathology 
 
D.F Bateman 
 
S.V.d.C. Beer
Studenro th 
 
l.D. Thurston 
 
Pomology 
 
W.J. Kender 
 
Public Information 
 
M.B. Stiles 
 
(Energy Conser. Officer) 
 
(Chairman, Prof.) 
 
(Assoc Prof.)
(Research Asst.)

-

(Prof.) 
 
(Chairman; Prof.) 
 
(Staff Writer) 
 
Resource Infornation Laboratory

E.E. Hardy (Director) 
 
Rural Sociology ­

4 .R. Capener (Prof.) 
 
47. Sociology


48. 
 Sponsored Programs


R. Rogers (Director)


49. Theoretical and Applied mechanics


50. Thermal Engineering


51. Unclassified Students


EL igeJ.(ietr


52. University Archives


G.P. Colman (Librarian) 
53. U.S. Plant, Soil and Nutrition Laboratory


54. Vegetable Crops


* * * * 
OFF-CAMPUS GROUPS AND INDIVIDUALS


Agency for Int'l Development 
 
Department of State 
 
Washington, D.C. 
 
(a) W.L. Eilers


, (b) T.S. Gill 
 
(c) C.X. Paul 
 
Alberta Remote Sensing Center


Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 
 
Simon E. Anenaba 
 
Department of Physics 
 
Ahmadu Bello University 
Zaria, Nigeria 
 
Prof James M. Anderson 
 
University of Califorhia
Dept. of Civil Engineering 
 
Berkeley, California 
 
Prof. John W. Arnon 
 
remphis State University


Dept. of Geology

Memphis, Tennessee 
 
* 
Mr. Pat Ashburn


USDA/FAS

Houston, Texas


Mr. Hark Bagdon


New York State Energy Office


Mr. Lew Baker
B n i e o p c y t m
Bendix Aerospace Systems


Division


Ann Arbor, Michigan 
Mr. Lawrence C. BaldwiA


Farnsworth Cannon, Inc.


McLean, Virginia

M
Mr. James C. Barnes


Environmental Research &


Technology, Inc.


Concord, Massachusetts
 

Lexla*Baroody

N4E. River Basins Commission
 

RC eron, Massachusetts


Dr. Alan S. Uarrett 
 
Optronics Intcrnational 
 
Chelmsford, Massachusetts 
 
Dr. A.R. Barringer 
 
Darringer lcsearch, Inc. 
 
Golden, Colorado 
 
Mi. Thomas F Baucom 
 
Jacksonville State Univ. 
 
Department of Geography 
 
Jacksonville, Alabama 
 
Mr Frank Beatty 
 
EROS Applications Assist. 
 
Facility 
 
National Space Tech. Lab. 
 
NSTL Station, Mississippi 
 
Mr. Gurdip S. Bedi 
 
Embassy of India 
 
Washington, D.C. 
 
Dr. hlass Jan Beck 
 
Int'l. Inst for Land 
 
Reel. & Improvement 
 
Wageningen, The Netherlands 
 
Mr. Ralph Bernstein 
 
IBM Corporation 
 
Gaithersburg, Maryland 
 
Dr. Joseph K. Berry 
 
School of Forestry and 
 
Environmental Studies 
 
Yale University 
 
New Haven, Connecticut 
 
J.L. Bessis 
 
Centre Spatial de Toulouse 
 
Toulouse, France 
 
Mr. Colin Betts 
 
Olds College 
 
Olds, Alberta, Canada 
 
Ms. Maitha A Blake 
 
Department of the Army 
 
Construction Eng'g. Research 
 
Laboratory 
 
Champaign, Illinois 
 
MS. Milegua L. Bloom 
 
.Minneapolis, Minnesota 
 
Dr. Lloyd R. Brehlau 
 
U.S. Coast Guard 
 
RLsearch & Development Ctr. 
 
Groton, Connceticut 
 
Mr. James Brogan 
 
Niagara Mohawk Power Corp. 
 
Syracuse, New York 
 
Mr. Robert Brower 
 
Cayuga Co Planning Dept. 
 
Auburn, New York 
 
Mr. Walley W. Brown 
 
Bethesda, Maryland 
 
Mr. Ned Buchman 
 
Public Technology 
 
Washington, D.C. 
 
Dr. Peter Burbridge 
 
Ford Foundation 
 
Jakarta, Indonesia 
 
Calspan Corporation 
 
Buffalo, New York 
 
(a) K.R Piech 
 
(b) J.R. Schott 
 
(c) J.E Walker 
 
Canada Centre for Remote 
 
Sensing 
 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
 
(a) R.J. Brown 
 
(b) J. Cihlar 
 
(c) E.A. Godby 
 
(d) D.G. Goodeneough 
 
(e) S.D. McGurrin 
 
The Canadian Aeronautics & 
 
Space Institute 
 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
 
Mr. Larry Carver 
 
Map & Imagery Collections 
 
Library

University of California 
 
Santa Barbara, California 
 
Lic. Rafael Esteban Cayol 
 
Director Interino, I.I.R.R. 
 
La Rio)a, Argentina 
 
Cantial Iztllig.nce Agency 
 
Washington, D.C. 
 
(a) J. Lynch 
 
(b) F.P. kossomondo


Mr. Seville Chapman 
N.Y.S. Assembly Scientific 
 
Staff 
 
New York State Assembly 
 
Albany, New York 
 
Ms. Sherry Chou Chen 
 
Institut Pesqoisas Espacias 
 
Sao Jose dos Campos, Brazil


Mr. Vern W. Cimmery 
 
Bonneville Power Admin. 
 
Portland, Oregon


Ms. Jill Clayton

Geo. Abstracts, Ltd. 
 
University of East Anglia


Norwich, England 
 
Dr. Jerry C. Coiner 
 
Dept. of Geology & Geog. 
 
Hunter College 
 
New York, New York


Dr. William Collins 
 
School of Mines


Columbia University 
 
New York, New York 
 
Mr. Bernard J. Colner


U.S. Bureau of the Census 
 
Washington, D.C. 
 
Prof. Robert N. Colwell 
 
Center for Remote Sensing


Research 
 
University of California 
 
Berkeley, California 
 
Commonwealth Sci. & Indus.


Research Organization

Deniliquin, Australia 
 
Dr Robert J. Conner 
 
CIBA-GLIGY Corp.


Greensboro, North Carolina 
 
Mr. Saul Cooper 
 
New England Division 
 
U.S. Army Corps of Eng'rs.


Waltham, Massachusetts


Mr. Robert CLowd~r


N.Y.S. Comnerce Dept.


Albany, New York


Prof. LeRoy A. Daugherty '


Department of Agronomy


New Mexico State Univ.


Las Cruces, New Mexico
 

I2


Dr. Donald W Davis&


Nicholls State University


Dept. of Earth Sciences


Thibodaux, Louisiana


Antonio Martinez do Aragon


Instituto Geofrtfico tacxonal


Madrid, Spain


Defense Mapping Agency


St. Louis, Missouri

(a) R.L. Eal= 
 
Defense Mapping Agency -
Washington, D.C.

(a) J.C. Hammack 
(b) T.W. Howard


(c) W. Mullison


Mr. James A. Dobbin


Toronto, Ontario, Canada


Humberto G. dos Santos


SNLCS-EMBRAPA


Rio de Janeiro, Brazil


Mr. Art Dow


Dept. Elementary Education


University of Alberta


Edmonton, Alberta Canada


Dr. Wolfram U. Drewes


Central Projects Staff


World Bank


Washington, D.C.


Mr. Benoit Drolet
 

Teledetection/Cartographie


Ministere des Terres et Forets


Ste-Foy, Quebec, Canada


Dr. audi Dudal


Food & Agricultural Organ.


of the United Nations


Rome, Italy


0 
Eastman ?odak Company 
 
Rochcster, 14,w lork 
 
(a) J.J. Gtahain 
 
(b) C.P. McLabe
c) M.N  Specht 
(d) K N. Vizy 
 
East-West Center 
 
Honolulu, Hawaii (a) B Currey

(b) B Koppe± 
 
Ecol Impact Surveil. 
 
and Monitoring 
 
Environ ProLectiOn Serv. 
 
Environment Canada 
 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
 
Dr A.J. Eggenberger 
 
D'Appolonia Consulting 
 
Engineers, Inc. 
 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
 
Mr. Jan K. Eklund 
 
AGA Corporation 
 
Secaucus, New Jersey 
 
Mr. Curtis B. Elder 
 
U S Bureau of Mines 
 
Pittsburgh Mining & Safety 
 
Research Center
 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
 
EPA/EPIC 
 
Vint Hill Station 
 
Warrenton, Virginia 
 
Envir Research Inst. 
 
Ot Michigan 
 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 
 
(a) D.S. Lowe 

(b) R H. Rogers 

(c) T.W. Wagner 
 
Euratom C.C.R. 
Ispr. (VA), Italy 

(a) Library 
 
(b) B.M. Sorensen 
 
Mrs. B. Fisher 
 
ISIS Ltd. 
Prince Albert, Saskatchewan 
Canada 
Mrs Elizaboth A. Fleming 
Tope. Survey Directorate 
 
Surveys & Mapping Branch 
 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
 

Mr. Bruce Forster 
 
School of Surveying

Univ. New South Wales 
 
Sydney, Australia 
 
Dr. hennith E. Foster 
 
Office Arid Lands Studies
University of Arizona


Tucson, Arizona 
 
Mr. William C. French 
 
Amer. Society Lhotogranunetry 
 
Falls Church, Virginia


Mr. Norman L. Fritz 
 
Rochester, New York 
 
Mr. Nigol Gardner 
 
Geography Department 
 
University of Rcading 
 
Berkshire, United Kingdom 
 
Mr. Lawrence W. Gatto 
 
US Army CRREL 
 
Hanover, New Hampshire 
 
Dr Harold W. Gausman 
 
U.S. Dept. Agriculture

Weslaco, Texas 
 
General Electric Company


Space Division 
 
Beltsville, Maryland

(a) H.L. Heydt 
(b) A.B. Park 
 
Dr. Harold W. Goldstein 
 
General Electric Company 
 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
 
Mr. Rafael R. Gotera 
 
Natural Resources Management 
 
Center 
 
Quezon City, Philippines 
 
Mr. David M. Green 
 
Cornell Field Station 
 
Richfield Springs, Now York 
 
Dr. Cliftord W Gruve 
 
Autometric Inc. 
 
Arlington, Virginia 
 
Dr. Fred 3. Gunther 
Computer Sciences Corporation 
 
c/o MASA-GSFC 
 
Greenbelt, Maryland 
 
Mr.JNorman M. Gutlove 
Fairchild Camera & Instrument 
Syosset, New Yotk 
Professor Barry N. Haack 
 
Department of Geography

Ball State University 
 
Muncie, Indiana 
 
R.E. Haberman 
 
Human Education Research 
 
Development Foundation 
 
Portland, Oregon


Mr. Mike Hall 
 
Ithaca, Ncw York 
 
Dr. R S. Rauverschlag

Ecological Service Lab. 
 
National Park Service 
 
Washington, D.C. 
 
Mr. G.A. Hanuschak 
 
Statistical Report. Service 
 
U.S. Dept. Agriculture 
 
Washington, D.C. 
 
R.M. Hardy & Assoc., Ltd. 
 
Environmental Division 
 
CalgaryL Alberta, Canada 
 
Mr. D. brook Harker


Tech. Resources Branch 
 
Alberta Agriculture 
 
Lethbri&djIa-Albert., Canada
%,Binghamton, 
 
Mr. Maurice B. Harrison 
Bernatd Lodge aLtory 
 
Spanish Town, Jamaica, W.I. 
 
1-

Mr. William Harting

Tri-State Regional Planning 
 
Commission 
 
New York, New York 
 
Dr. Hassan I I1assai -n 
Survey Departmcnt 
Khartoum, Sudan 
Prof. F.M. Nenderson 
Department of CLography


SUNY at Albany

Albany, New York to


C 
Dr. G Daniel Hickman


Applie Sciencu Technology


Arlington, Virginia


Dr. Gary K. Higys

Dept. Geology & Geography
Mississippi State University 
Mississippi State, Mississippi 
Mr. Gregory A Hill


Adirondack Park Agency


Ray Brook, New York


Ir. J A.C. Belle


NIWARS Bibliotheek


Wageningen,


The Netherlands


Dr. James P. Hollinger

Naval Research Laboratory


Washington, D.C.


Mr R Michael ford


Institute for Advanced


Computation


Alexandria, Virginia


Assemblyman William B. Hoyt


Legislative Comission


Science & Technology


Albany, New York
 

Prof. Shin-yi lsu


Department of Geography


SUNY at Binghamton

New York


'Indian Photointerpretation


Institute (NRSA)


Dehra Dun, India


Dr. Suresh C. Jain


Moniteq Labs.


Toronto, Ontario,


Canada


Mr. Dennis Jaques 
 
Lnvirenmental Sciences Ctr. 
 
University of Calgary

Calgary, Caned. 
 
M. Jayaraman 
 
U.T. Space Institute 
 
Tullahoma, Tennessee 
 
Mr. So~ber Jensen 
 
Aero Service Division 
 
Elkins Park, Pennsylvania 
 
Mr. Z.D. kalensky 
Dept. de Photogrammetrie 
 
Universite Laval 
 
Quebec, Canada 
 
B S. Kamat 
 
Space Applica. Centre 
 
Ahmedabad, India 
 
Mr. Herbert Kaplan 
 
Barnes Engineering Co. 
 
Stamford, Connecticut 
 
Mr S. Kearl 
 
American Agriculturist 
 
Ithaca, New York 
 
Prof. Ralph W. Kiefer 
 
Univ. of Wisconsin 
 
Madison, lisconsin 
 
Dr Vytautas Xlemas 
 
College of Marine Studies 
 
University of Delaware 
 
Newark, Delaware 
 
Dr. Albert A. Klxngebiel 
 
Silver Springs, Maryland 
 
Dr. Ellis G. Knox 
 
Soil & Land Use Technology 
 
Columbia, Maryland 
 
Mr. Ellis Koch 
 
Suffolk County Dept. of 
 
Environmental Control 
 
Hauppauge, New York 
 
Dr. B.N. Koopmans 
 
ITC 
 
Enschede, The Netherlands 
 
Dr. Lee E. Koppelman 
 
Suffolk Co. Dept. Planning 
 
Raupjauge, L.I., New York 
 
Dr. John D. Koutsandraes 
 
U.S. Environmental Protectidn 
 
Agency 
 
Washington, D.C 
 
Mr William S. Kowalik 
 
School of Earth Sciences 
 
Stanford University 
 
Stanford, California 
 
Dr. Richard J Kramer 
 
Brookfield, Wisconsin 
 
Mr. Raymond Kreig 
Aiichorage, Alaska 
 
Dr. J.v. Kuilenburg 
 
Netherlands Soil Survey Inst. 
 
Wageningenj Netherlands


Mr. W I.xKuyper 
 
Florida Dept. Transportation 
 
Tallahassee, Florida 
 
Dr. Germain LaRoche 
 
Site Safety & Envir. Analysis 
 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com. 
 
Washington, D.C. 
 
Prof Bruce L. LaRose 
 
Cartography-Geography Dept. 
 
Pace University 
 
Pleasantville, NLw York 
 
Mr. Mark Lawrence


Control Data Corporation 
 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
 
R It.Lefebvre 
 
Geology Department 
 
Grand Valley State Colleges 
 
Allendale, Michigan 
 
Mr. Leonard A. LeSchack 
 
Silver Spring, Maryland 
 
LGL Ltd. Environmental 
 
Research Association 
 
Edmonton, Canada 
 
Prof ihomas M. Lillesand 
 
Dept. of ?orest Rtsources 
 
UnLvcrslty of Minnesota 
 
St. Paul, (linnesota


Mr. larty L. Loats, Jr. 
 
ECOSySLerS International 
 
Gambrill, Maryldnd 
 
MS. Rotherine S. Long 
 
U.S. Arwly Eng'r Waterways 
 
Experiment Station 
 
Vicksburg, Mississippi 
 
Prof. I1alter K Long 
 
Cayuga Museum History and Art 
Auburn, New York 
 
Dr. Arthur P. Loring


York College 
 
City Univ. of New York 
 
Jamaica, New York 
 
Dr. Ray Lougeay 
 
State Univ. College of 
 
Arts and Sciences 
 
Department of Geography

Gcneseo, Now York 
 
Mr. Raymond Lowry 
 
Intera Environ Consultants


Ottawa, Ontario Canada 
 
Mr. Alex R. Mack 
 
Land Resource Research


Institute 
 
Canada Dept. of Agriculture 
 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
 
Mr. L.A. Maercklein 
 
N.Y.S. Dept. Transportation 
 
Albany, New York


ir. E Maes ' 
Bolfotop, s p.r.l. 
Tielt, Belgium 
Mr. R.C. Mdharana


Directorate of Mines ORISSA 
 
Berhampur, India 
 
Mr. Eugene 1. Marley 
 
Vernon Graphics


Kirkwood, New York 
 
Dr. Allan MarJielgtuLn 
U.S. ish L Wildlife Service 
Washington, D C. 
Mr. Don B. Martin


Monroe County Department
 

of Planning


Rochester, New York


Dr. L.A. Martanko


Kansas Applxed Remote


Sensing Program


Lawrence, Kansas


Prof. Lawrence R. Matson


Eart1l Scienbes/Geology
I 7.Cy


seaw- York 
Dr. P an


COMSAT Gerer I1-

Washington, EC.


Mr. W J McCill


Clark Univerity


Worcester, Massachusetts


.Mr. Samuel W. McCandless, Jr.


User Systems Engineering


Annandale, Virginia


MS. Donna McCool


Washington State University


Pullman, Washington


Mr. Rex 1cIIal


Bausch-and Lhb, Inc.


Rochester, New York


Dr. James W. Merchant


Ellicott City, Maryland


Michigan State University


East Lansing, Michigan


(a) W. Enslin


(b) M. Kareris


(c) R.L. Shelton


Prof. E.M. Mikhail
 

Purdue UniveIsity


School of Civil Engineering


West Lafayette, Indiana


Dr. Edward Mills


Cornell Field Station


Bridgeport, New York


Prot Olin Mintzur 	 NASA Goddard Space Flight 

Ohio Statc University 	 Center 

Civil Engineering 	 Greenbelt, Maryland 

Columbus, Ohio 	 (a) L.J. Allison 

(b) J.L. Barker

II.M 

Philippine Council for Acri- (d) P.J. Cressy, Jr. 

culture & Resources Research (e) D.K. Hall 

Los Banos, Philipoines (f) S. Levitas 

Dr. S onn franda (c) B.G. Sly III 

(g) B.L. Markham 

Mr Harry MLssirian 	 (h) V. Salomonson 

Tompkins County Dept Planning (i) T. Schmugge 

Ithaca, New York 	 {) N.M. Short . 
Ms Leho Mitchell (k) L.L. Thompson 

West Central Regional NASA Headquarters 

DLvelopment Commission Washington, D.C. 

Ftrgus Falls Community College (a) M. Calabrese 

Fergus Falls, Minnesota (b) M. Felsher 

Dr. Richard Monhumor 	 (c) P.C. Thome 

N.Y.S. Education Dept. 	 (d) J.A. Vitale 
Albany, New York 	 NASA Langley Research Center 

Hampton, Virginia

Monroe County LMC 	 (a) J.B. Hall 

Eochester, Nw York 	 (b) R.W. Johnson 

Dr Stan Moiain NASA Lewis Research Center 

University of New Mexico Cleveland, Ohio 

Albu,,uerquu, New Mexico (a) R.J Schertler 

Dr David L Morgan D Dad MognAlbany, (b) E.W. Splsz 

Natil. Remote Sensing Agency
Sackville, Nova Scotia 

Canada 	 Hyderabad, India 

(a) R.S. Ayyangar

Mr. James Norton 	 (b) B. Deekshatulu 

N.Y. Dept of State (c) N.C. Gautan 

Albany, New York (d) J.D. Murti 

(e) X.R. Rao 

Colu.abla Co Planning Board NOAA/NESS 

Hudson, New York Washington, D.C. 

Alan P Muir 	 r

(a) E.L. Reacock
Dr. Larry C Munn nb) 	 W.A. Rovis 
Dept. Plant Sol Science (c) J.I. Lienpesch 
Montana State University (d) C A. Spohn 
forem(n, Montana (e) A.E. Strong 
Prof. Peter A Murtha (g) D.R. Wiesnetb(f) M.P. Waters
 
Faculty of Forestry

Univ.Britih ColmbiaSt.Univ. BritialB Columbia NOAA/Nat'l. Ocean Survey
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The NeWsletterf a-monthly report of articlesand ,events in , ­

remote sensing; is sent to'members of ,the Cornell community


who have an interest in sensorstand their applications.,'"


SEMINA IN REMOTE SENSING--SPRING 174"


The Seminar in Remote Sensing-.(CEE,2A696) is,'a one credit-hour course 
in the School of Civil and Environmental Engineering. (Seminars-are


held on' ednesdays, at 4-:30%p.m., ,in Hollister Hall;-,Each week'a dif­
ferent topic on remote.sensing researcl,,developments or applications


is presened by a guest speaker from industry, government,,,Cornell or


other institution. The audience generally includes students and staff


from at least ten Cornell departments. '


Many bf ,the spring semester seminars have been scheduled; 'The'Ispeak­

ers include: William qolliis, Columbia University (airborne spectro­
radiometric studies) , WalleyW- Brow "E'arth Satellite C srp.
(wetland


mapping); Robert Taleri6co, U.S. Forest Service (forestry studies)';

James C. Hammack, Defense Mapping Agency (hydrographic applications)';

George E.:Courvillih, U.S.'Departfient of±Energy (thermalsensing andt


energy cozservati6n);.Thomas Schmugge , NationaAeronautics'and Space
Administration (microwaire radiometry); and -Paul G. 'Teieki, D S. Geo-,. 
logical Survey,(Seasat's imaging,'radar). *Cohsultthe,Newsletter',and


weekly,seminar announcements,-or contactWarren Philipson- (tel. '607­

256-4330), for current information.


Seminars scheduledfo.r-January .are,as follows:


Wed., Organizational meeting--overView.of'Seminarsand,Remote Sen­

24 Jan .',sing:I Ta Liangand'Warren.,Philipson, Cornell. 
-
Wed., (Topic: RemoteSensihg for'Po;er Plant Siting):' Di. 'h,arry'


31 Jan Siegal, Ebasco Services,.Inc., Greensboro, North Carolina "


.1 ' '-K : s ' SATELLITE UPDATE,'ri '44 
A "pre-launch" review of four earth resources satellites -Landsat-Ci 

the Heat Capacity-Mapplng-Mfssion SAtellite, Sdasat-A and Nimbus'G-­

was included in the March 1978 Newsletter (v.6, n.7). The statds bf­

each fs, as follows: Landsat-C was launched'on 5 March 1978'and-redes­

ignated Landsat-3. Aithough the Returh -BeamVidicon an&T Multispectra1 

Scanner (MSS) reflective band systems have provided data since launch,

problems have been exper-enced-with the.MSS'thermal band.- Presently,

real-time'thermal 'dataare bein* acquired with'one detector, and these
 

data are being duplicated to fill a vacant data line caused by the'fail­

ure of thd sec6nd'detector. 
-(continied;'p.2)'., 
 ' 
* CALVFOR PAPERS ..'t 
The 8th Annual Remote&Sensing of'Earth Resources Conferences'willb"*­

held at the University of Tennessee Space Institute, 27-29 March 1979.


Proposals for paper!' ;n all-facets 6of rembte'sdnsing should be submit­
'
ted tb:" Dr. F. Shahrokhi, Conference nitect6r, u'iv.t ofTenh. space

Institute,. Tullahoma, Tenn; 37388. 'Pioposals'mustbe rdceivdd by 10


Januaty 1979. Th'ey shoifld incl&ade a titld abstrabt '(approX,'l50


words), together with the author's name, address and position.


LANDSAT DATA FROM.NON-.S.,SOURCES


Accordin4 to the Lindsat bata usersNoStes (Nov. 78, no't.3),, listings of


Landsat datW recved and processed by Brazil, Canada and Italy will


'be available from the EROS Data Center by-early 1979-. Information-re-­

garding,coverage,,and the appropriate country to codtact will-be in,


geographically retrievableformat 'and will,be available to all users.


Contactthe EROS Data Center,w-U.S. Geological Survey, Sioux Fails,


S.D.! 57198- (tel. 6Q5-59465'11) for details. ..
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2 SHORT COURSES


Digital Image Processing of Earth Observation Sensor Data; 5-9 Feb;


$530 fee; Contact: Continuing Engineering Education, George Wash­

ington Univ., Washington, D.C. 20052.


Remote Sensing and Digital Information Extraction; 12-16 Feb; $530


fee; Contact: George Washington Univo (see above).


7th Alberta Remote Sensing Course (designed to instruct multidisci­

plinary users in application, acquisition and interpretation of


Landsat and aircraft imagery); 26 Feb-2 Mar; $135 fee; Contact;


Alberta Remote Sensing Center, llth Floor, Oxbridge Place, 9820 ­

106th St., Edmonton, Albt., Canada T5K 2J6 (phone 403-427-2381).


Satellite Update, continued


Seasat-A was launched on 27 June 1978 and redesignated Seasat-l. The


visual and infrardd radiometers failed in September, and the space­

craft's power system failed in October. Before shutdown, however, a


large volume of visual, infrared and, especially, microwave data had


been acquired.


The Heat Capacity Mapping Mission Satellite and its dual-channel radi­

ometer have functioned well since launch on 26April 1978. Data proc­

essing and distribution are now getting into full operation. Similar­

ly, Nimbus G, now designated Nimbus 7, was placed in orbit on 24 Octo­

ber 1978, and first look data from all sensors are of good quality.


SELECTED ARTICLES


Holderman, F., M. Bohner, B. Bargel and H. Kazmierczak. 1978. Review


of automatic image processing. Photogrammetria 34:6:225-258.


Kirschner et al. 1978. Map unit composition assessment using drain­

age classes defined by Landsat data. Soil Sci. Soc. Amer. Jour.


42:5:768-771.


Legeckis, R. 1978. A survey of worldwide sea surface temperature

fronts detected by environmental satellites. Jour. Geophysical Re­

search 83:C9:4501-4522.


Mengers, P. 1978. Low contrast imaging. Electro-Optical Systems


Design 10:10:20-26.


Mintzer, O.W. and D. Spragg. 1978. Mini-format remote sensing for


civil engineering. Transportation Engg. Jour. of ASCE 104:TEE:


847-858.


Journal of Research of the U.S. Geological Survey 1978, v.6, n.6.


-Gaydos & Newland. Inventory of land use of the Puget Sound region

using Landsat digital data.


-Gaydos, L. Low-cost computer classification of land cover in the


Portland area, Oregon, by signature extension techniques.

Photogrammetric .ng'g v.44, n.8 (Aug.)
& Remote Sensing 1978. 
 
-Warne, D.K. Landsat as an aid in the preparation of hydrographic


charts.


-Eyton & Kuether. Macrophotography of satellite images.

-Best & Smith. Photographic contrast enhancement of Landsat imagery.


-Richardson, S.L. Remote sensing on a shoestring,

-Bauer et al. Area estimation of crops by digital analysis of Landsat


data.


-Civco et al. A technique for evaluating inland wetland photointerpre­

tation: The Cell Analytic Method.


-Jordan et al. Use of manual densitometry in land cover classification.


-Hunka, G.W. Aided-track cursor for improved digitizing accuracy.


The Newsletter is made possible by a grant from the National Aeronau­

tics and Space Administration. Comments or correspondence should be


directed to Dr. Warren R. Philipson, Remote Sensing Program, Cornell


University, 464 Hollister Hall, Ithaca, NY 14853 (tel. 607-256-4330).
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The Newsletter, a monthly report of articles -and events in,,,


remote sensing, is sent to members bf the Cornellcommunity


*ho have an interest in sensors and their'applications.


PRE'IMINARY ASSESSMENT OF LOVE CANAL LANDFILL 
During~the past summer, leaching-of-toxic'chemicals'from the Love


Canal landfill in Niagara Falls., N.Y. caused the bite to be'decared


a Federal~disaster area, and some 240 homes'were'scheduled to e'evac­

uated. At the height of the crisis,,o~ficials of the New York State


Department of Health requested the staff of the Cornell Remote Sen­

sing Program to assist in determining the-extent of leachate migration.

In ordei to provide a rapid response in-evaluating the site, Program

staff relied solely on interpretation.of aerial photographia coverage

-available ai Cornell.. This included medium scale, panchromatic cov­

*erage acquired in 1938,, 1951,and 1966 These dates were significant

because, in 1938, the landfill was an open canal in a generally unL


developed area; dumping had occurred during the 1940s and early 1950s;
backfilling had begun by 1-951; -and the canal was cdVeied and the area 
built-ip by the d-1950s ... * 
Through stereoscopic analysfs of thi phtographs, Cornell staffi % (1) 
-assessed the area's physiographic setting, (2) compiled time-sequen­
tial, 1:24,000 scale map overlays depicting generalized land 'Use-and


drainage, and (3) identified critical sites for field sampling, based


primarily on interpretation of soil and drainage patterns. In addi-'
Lion, the basic parameters for flying new, color-infrared aerial pho­

tography of the area were'outlined for State Health personnel. The


entire -effort was completed over a two-day period. (continued, pA 2-).


REMOTE SENSING FACULTY-POSITION OPEN AT CORNELL 
 
-
Cornell University's School of*Civil aidEnvironmental-Engineering is


seeking to fill one faculty'poiition in RemoteSensing, at, the assis4


tant oriassociate-professot-level. Applicants should have a thorough

background-in tirphotos and remote sensing, with:a'PhoD. degree in


engineering or natural sciences. Academid and professional experience

should have emphasis in quinitatiid remote sensing and digital analy­

sis, and/or qualitative remote sensing and applications. The position

will involvelteaching ahd advising undergradpate and graduate students,

and developing and-conducting research in various'tdisciplines' The


teaching and research will inteiface with*airphoto interpretation.

Please send a detaile resume and references to Professor Ta Liang,'

Remote Sensing Program,- School'of Civil and,EnvironmentalEngineerihg,

Hollister Hall, Cornell UnIversity, lthaca, N.Y. 14853. Cornell is


an'equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and'welcomes &pplica-'

tions from women and minority members.


".A - -SEMINARIN REMOTE SENSING 
The Seminar in Remote Sensing is held on Wednesdays, at ,4:30p~m., it


Hollister:Hall. Anyone-iswelcome to attend. Seminars scheduled fort


February are, as follows: 
 
- -
Wed., Spectral Propertiesof Natural Targets-Observed-with an Air­

7 Feb borne, 500-Channel Spectroradiometeri ,w,.';Co1lins, dolumibLa,


Univ. & dbddardInstitute for Space Studies, New York, N.Y.


Wed., Wetland Mapping Utilizing Aerial Photography: W.W. Brown,i'1 ,'

14 Feb Earth Satellite Corp., Washington, D.C. 
- -°


Wed., -Quantifying'Hardwood Defql4tion with the Scenie C"1' 
 Standard.


21 Feb Techniqu6&-' ,]RL. Talerico, U.S.- Forest Service', Broomal, Pa.,


Wed., Hydrgraplic Remote Sensing:- J;C.Ekammack, Defense Mapping

28 Feb Agency Hydrographic,Center, WanshigtOn,. D.C. 
 
-
2 ASCE CALL FOR PAPERS


During the tSpring 1980'Convention of the American Society of Civil


Engineers, to be held in Portland, Oregon in April 1980, the Remote


Sensing Committee of the Aerospace Division will sponsor a technical


session, "Applications of Aerial Remote Sensing in Mining and Evalua­

tion of Geologic Hazards." Five papers describing the practical use


of aerial sensors in mining industry applications, or in the detection


or evaluation of geologic hazards related to engineering projects or


the environment, are desired. Authors should send a one-page abstract


and brief resume to: Dr. Donald B. Stafford, Dept. of Civil Engineer­

ing, Clemson Univ.,, Clemson, S.C. 29631, before 1 March 1979.


CALL FOR PAPERS


The 7th Biennial Workshop on Color Aerial Photography in the Plant


Sciences will be held at the University of California-Davis, 15-17 May


1979. Those wishing to present a paper or participate in an informal


poster session should submit a titled summary of about 200 words;


their name, address, position and professional affiliation; the esti­

mated time of presentation (20 minso max.); and the required visual


aids. This information should be sent to: Mr. William M. Cielsa,


USDA Forest Service, FI & DM/Methods Application Group, 2810 Chiles


Rd., Davis, Calif. 95616, before 15 March 1979.


Love Canal, continued


State.personnel have sampled all recommended sites and flown new 35mm


and 70mm photography. The Remote Sensing Program has acquired addi­

tionai "historic" aerial photographs and background reports, and con­

sultations are continuing. Funds to support the Cornell staff's par­

ticipation have been provided by an ongoing grant from NASA to the


School of Civil and Environmental Engineering. For further informa­

tion, contact Warren Philipson at Cornell, or Dr. C. Stephen Kim,


Chief, Biometrics Lab., Div. of Labs. & Research, NoY.S. Dept. of


Health, Empire State Plaza, Albany, N.Y. 12201 (tel. 518-474-1518).


SELECTED ARTICLES AND PUBLICATIONS


Brown, R.J. & J. Cihlar. 1978. Introduction to aerial thermography


applications in energy conservation programs. Research Report 78-2.


Canada Centre for Remote Sensing, Ottawa. 25p.

Proceedings 12th Int'l. Symp. on Remote Sensing of Environment. Held


April 1978, in Manila. 2382 pp. Available: E.R.I.M., Box 8618;

Ann Arbor, Mich. 48107. ($60 + post./handling, $2.50 in U.S.).


Swain, P.H. & S.M. Davis (eds.). 1978. Remote sensing: The quanti­

tative approach. McGraw-Hill Inc. 396p. ($39.50).

Photogrametric Eng'g & Remote Sensing 1978. v.44, n.9 (Sept.)


-Murtha, P.A. Symposium on remote sensing for vegetation damage 
assessment. 
-Murtha, P.A. Remote sensing and vegetation damage: A theory for 
detection and assessment.


-Heller, R.C. Case applications of remotesensing for vegetation


damage assessment.


-Watkins, T. The economics of remote sensing.


-Welby, C.W. Application of Landsat.imagery to shoreline erosion.


-Rao et al. Crop discriminability in the visible and near infrared


regions.


-Lawton'& Palmer. Enhancement of linear features by rotational ex­

posure.


The Newsletter is made possible by a grant from the National Aeronau­

tics and Space Administration. Comments or correspondence should be


directed to Dr. Warren R. Philipson, Remote Sensing Program, Cornell


University, 464 Hollister Hall, Ithaca, N4Y 14853 (tel. 607-256-4330).
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The Newsletter, a monthly report of articles and events in


remote sensing, is sent to members of the Cornell community


who have an interest in sensors and their applications.
 

REMOTE SENSING AND U.S. FOREIGN POLICY


by


Charles K. Paul


Da. PaaZ i with the Agency 6o& Intexnationat Devetopment, whete he i4 

Manageia oA Remote Sensing Progaams, in the Odice o6 Science and Tech­
notogy. He received hi M.S. and Ph.D. in Photogammetric and Geodetic 
EngineeAring at CorneZZ, in 1967 and 1970, Aespectivety. The viewh ex­
pr&eztd hete ane thohe o6 D&. PaaZ and do not nece44aaity .e'tect the 
views o poLicy o6 the Cotnett Remote Sensing Program. 
There can no longer be any doubt that scientists play a significant


role in focusing international concern on the plight of dissidents who


are denied basic human and political rights. Actions of individual


scientists of the American Association for the Advancement of Science


and the Federation of American Scientists have vividly exposed the sup­

pression of Soviet Jewish scientists and, for better or for worse, have


affected recent U.S./Soviet scientific, and even political, relations.


Pakistan's refusal to sign international nuclear regulatory agreements


saw the subsequent shutting off of all U.S. foreign assistance, which


was just started up again late in 1978. The role of communications


satellites in the voice links through the White House-Kremlin "hotline"


and the severe storm predictions by weather satellites to prepare for


disaster are obvious examples of the effects of science on our foreign


'policy. But the most inconspicuous scientific tool of them all guaran­

tees for most people on the earth at least a certain degree of comfort


each night before they go to sleep--the guarantee that SALT agreements


are verifiable, and the belief that the provisions of these agreements


are being verified. This tool is the quiet, unobtrusive remote sensing


sentinel of space. The impact of these satellites on our foreign pol­
,icy is unfathomable. (cont'd. p.2). 
SHORT COURSES


Air and Space Technology in the Forest Environment; 19-24 Aug; $300 fee;


-Contact: NASA Technology Transfer Project, Humboldt State Univ.,


Arcata, Calif. 95521 (tel. 707-826-3112).


Advanced Topics in the Analysis of Remote Sensing Data; 14-18 May; $595


fee; Contact: Prof. P.H. Swain, LARS, 1220 Potter Dr., West Lafayette,
 

Ind. 47906 (tel. 317-749-2052).


SEMINAR IN REMOTE SENSING
 

The Seminar in Remote Sensing is held on Wednesdays, at 4:30 p.m., in


B-14 Hollister Hall. Anyone is welcome to attend. Seminars scheduled


for March, and a change in the last February seminar, are as follows:


Wed., (Topic: Oceanographic Surveys): Dr. Alexander Malahoff,


28 Feb Chief Scientist, National Ocean Survey, NOAA, Rockville, Md.


Wed., IR Thermography and Building Heat Loss Analysis: Dr. George E.


7 Mar Courville, U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, D.C.


Wed., Microwave Radiometry and Its Applications: Dr. Thomas Schmugge,


14 Mar NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.


Wed., 
21 Mar 
No Seminar, Spring Vacation 
Wed,, 
28 Mar 
(Topic: Seasat's Imaging Radar): 
Geological Survey, Reston, Va. 
Dr. Paul G. Teleki, U.S. 
21 
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...et as these satellites attempt to'limit man's mateiialistic prepara­

tions 'for war, they At the same time can address man's qdestions re­

garding the war of the comiig'century--th6 war dn global poverty. If


NASA's Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment .(LACIE).verified nothing


else, it did show that we can indeed survey accurately and timely the


Soviet wheat crop. If one scales this technology down to a more appro­

priate, multi-stage technique, with aerial photos and large numbers of


field enumerators, existingand future satellite'systems.offergreat


potential to provide accurate crop statistics where -it really counts-­

in the developing world. The U.S., Department of Agriculture and,the


Agency for International Development have initiated ,just such a tech­
nique in twelve developing countries in Latin America, Africa, and -
Southeast Asia. The economic benefits 'of accurate crop statistics in, 
the developing world are measurable:, (1) they permit agricultural min­

istries to buy on international markets'if shortfallb appear imminent-,


or export if crop excesses appear likely; (2) they can govern the U.S.1


P.L. 480 Food for Peace 'Program,by avoiding excess food exports to


countries with larder-thah-expected crop production, the excess of


which reduces food prices in that country and thus lo6rs income gained

by small farmers; and (3) they can, if'they rev6al probable large harZ


vest production, serve as collateral for small farmers to ac4uire bank


loans for farm improvements. In several countries' o the Saheland


south Asia, the social benefits translate directly to human lIves.


It is in the training of remote sensing technology where shoulderto­

shoulder scientific diplomacy is played out. Remote-sensing is clearly


a U.S.-dominated technology, still today. The developing world lQoks.


mostly to us'for-technical assistance in -both learningthe technology4


Kd developing national institutions tocarry'out resource exploration


on their,own. If our present space policy continues, our lead in de-.


veloping satellite remote sensing.systems aidprograms benefiting the­

third,world willerode around 1983, with both-the French and the:Ja-.


panese overtaking us, This erosion-in U.S., leadership has forcpd-A.ID.


to coordinate its development of regionallremote sensing centers withr


the United Nations and industrialized nations of Europe and Asia. The


regional &enters are thus able t6 accommodate,-and encourage, students


who'.wobild otherwisenot be able or willing to attend aninstitutiondif


it were run strictly by the U.S. or solely by another industrialized


nation. Examples 6f this professional contactiin regional-remote -.;


sensing centers are numerous: -the Nairobi center sees Somalians,,


Ugandans, and Tanzanians working together on common resource-problegs;

the Soviets have offered us satellite data'andjtechnicians in'Upper[


Volta; and the Vietnamese, Thai, and Chinese will be attending the
Bangkok center. Remote sensinq, because fi-ts objective view, its


ignorance of political borders, its exciting, space-oriented technQl,


ogy,- and its search for resource clues over large areas, is geopolitics


in evolution..... ...'
 .... ,


SELECTED ARTICLE' A'ND PUBLICATIONS ".


Civco, D.L., W.C.-Kennard,&-M.W, Lefon. 1978. Handbook of remote sens­

ing imagery of Connecticut. Storrs Agr. Exp. Sta. Bulletin 448. 98p.

Avail: Agr. PublidationsOffice, U-35; Colle~gof Agr.'& Natural Re­

sources, Univ. of'Conn, Stdris-; Conn. '06268 ($2.00).

,.Rango, A., et al.'1979. -Snow-coveredarea utilization in runoff fore­
casts. Jour. Hydraulics-Div., ASCE 105:HYl:53-66.. , -
The Newsletter is made possible by'a'grant from'the National Aeronau­

tics and -SpaceAdministration.' Comments or correspondence should be-,


directed to Dr. Warren:R. Philipson, .Remote Sensing Program, Cornell


University, 464 Hollister Hall, Ithaca,.NY,14853.(tel.,607-256-433).,
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The Newsletter, a monthly report of articles and events in


remote sensing, is sent to members of the Cornell community


who have an interest in sensors and their applications.


MONITORING DAMS WITH REMOTELY SENSED DATA


The value and use of remotely sensed aircraft and satellite data for


-inventorying dams, determining their hazard class, and assessing their


condition were reviewed in a recent study by staff of Cornell's Remote


The work culminated in the development of a methodol-
Sensing Program. 
 
ogy for increasing the efficiency and accuracy of field-based dam in­

spection by incorporating remote sensing techniques into state or fed­

eral monitoring activities.


The methodology focuses on the New York State Dam Safety Program, plac­

ing emphasis on readily available remotely sensed data--aerial photo­

graphs and Landsat satellite data, Aerial photographs are employed in


establishing a statewide data base, referencing dam information to


county highway and U.S. Geological Survey 1:24,000 scale topographic


updating of the data base is performed on a county or regional
maps. 

basis using aerial photographs or Landsat data as a primary source of


In general, field inspections are limited to high-hazard
information. 

or special problem dams, or to dams which cannot be assessed adequately


with aerial photographs. (continued, page 2).


SURVEY FOR URBAN-MOSQUITO CONTROL


In a NASA-sponsored demonstration project for the New York State De­

partment of Health, staff of Cornell's Remote Sensing Program comple­

ted an airphoto survey of potential mosquito breeding sites in an urban


area of central New York. A comprehensive inventory of over 400 per­

manent and seasonal wet sites was derived entirely through stereoscop­

ic analysis of 1:5,O00 scale panchromatic aerial photographs, supplied


by the U.S.A.F. Rome Air Development Center. All inventory data were


submitted to State Health officials on an overlay to a 1:9,600 scale


_planimetric map. (continued, page 2). 
 
CONFERENCES


2nd Congress Quebec Remote Sensing Association; 3-4 May; in Sherbrooke,


Canada; Contact: Dr. Ferdinand Bonn, Dept. de Geographie, Univ. de


Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada JIK 2R1.


Symposium on Measurement, Mapping, Management in the Coastal zone from


Virginia to Maine; 21-23 May; in New York, N.Y.; sponsored by Ameri­

can Congress on Surveying and Mapping; Contact: MMm Symposium, Fed­

eral Building, Suite 32-120, 26 Federal Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10007.


3rd International Conference on Cartographic Processing and Analysis


of Satellite Imagery; 19-22 June; in Toulouse, France; Contact:


G.D.T.A., 18, avenue Edouard-Belin, 31055 Toulouse Cedex, France.


SEMINAR IN REMOTE SENSING 
The Seminar in Remote Sensing is held on Wednesdays, at 4:30 p.m., in 
B14 Hollister Hall. Anyone is welcome to attend. Seminars scheduled 
for April are, as follows; 
Wed., Spectral Properties of Natural Targets Observed with an Air­

4 Apr borne, 500-Channel Spectroradiometer: William E. Collins,


Columbia Univ. & Goddard Inst. for Space Studies, N.Y., N.Y.


Wed., Wetland classification and Environmental Monitoring Using


11 Apr Digital Data: Gregory M. Wickware, Lands Directorate, Canada


Centre for Inland Waters,-Burlington, Ontario, Canada.


Wed., Digital Image Processing on the Illiac IV: R. Michael Hord,


18 Apr Institute for Advanced Computation, Alexandria, Virginia.


Wed., NO SEMINAt--Remoto Soni-ng Symposium in Michigan


25 Apr 95


2. Monitorifg Rams, qpt'd 
Although the methodology places emphasis on available data,, the param


eters ,for acquiring new aircraft-data are outlined and various sensors


are considered. Large scale (1:10,000) vertical; stereoscopic, color­

infrared aircraft photography,- flown during periods of minimum vegeta­

tionand no :snow, -is recommended'for :assessng' ition.


The study was coiducted by,Jan P.. Berger under the direction ofWarrdn


R.0Philirsdn'andTa Liang, ahd with the cooperation of Kenneth D-. Har.­

mer of the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation.,,


Funding was provided by,a grant from- the -Office of.water,Research and


Technology; s.S;D.zI.,;and by an ongoing grant for applied research from


the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Copies,of the final


report,,"Remote Sensing Assessment of Dam Flooding Hazards: Methodol­

ogy pdvelopmen for ,the New 'York'State Dah Safety Program;" are avail


V
able from NTIS, 5285 Port Royal Rd'., Springfield -., 22161 (NTIS
No. PB28937I; $3600 microfiche; $5.25'paper copy). A m2ted number


of copies of the report are also aVailable from the Remote Sensing Pro­

gram, Cornell.Univ., Hollister Hall, Ithaca, N.Y.14853, for a charge


o$- 'per copy., 
 
Mosquito'Su'rvey;-cont'd. 
-

Selected field checks bycbunty health personnel verified the accuracy
and value of the airphot6 inventory. All ground-leVel sites sampled 

had mosquito larvae or cast skins. In addition,,the inventory pointed

out one potential drawbackof conventional ground,'surveys in urban 

areas--over 15% of the identified sites were Water accumulations on 

robftops4 Althoughno,moquito larvae were found at'anyof the roof­

tops sampled, most -sites',sipported varying degrees of,pliantand insect 

life,, indicating that mosquito bteeding could occur during the summer.


Based on these -findings,,:officials of-the State Health'Department are


currently considerirjgr 'aerial surveys 'in other, parts of the State. -
The aiiphotd analysis was performed ly,William R. Hafker*under the dir


rection of Warren R. Philipson. For further information, contact Dr.


Philipson at Cornell, or Dr. Charlie Morris, N.Y.S° Dept. of Health,


Illick, Hall , Rm. -133 ,- Collegeoof znvironmental Science & Forestry,
Sytacuse.,, N.Y. 13210 (fel. 315-47-3-8751). 
-SHORT COURSES ''


Remote Sensing Techniques and Applications.in Atid Lands; 14-25 May;

$650 fee,;-Contact: PhilipN. Slater, Committee on Remote Sensing,
,Bldg;'. 94,, Uhiv. of 'Arizona:;'Tucsoxi, Ariz, '85721 (tel.' 602626-4-242). 
4th Annual Institute of Cartographic M'ethods and,Remote Sensing Appli­

cations; six 3-credit courses conducted,over two 5-'week sessions from


4 June to 10 Aug.; $85/credit or $1,000/total on non-credit basis,


plus fee; Contact: Prof. Bruce LaRose, ,Inst. of Cartography, Pace


University; Briarcliff Manor, N YJ 10510 (tel; 914-769-3200)-.'


RECENT PUBLICATION


Todd, W.J. 1978, ,A selective bibliography: Remote sensing applica­

tions InI land use and land*cover inventory tasks. NTIS document 

#PB-283027/AS, 33pp. (N.T.I.S., 5285 Port Royal Rd.,, Springfield, Va. 
2216t, $3°'00 micr6fiche, $4.50 paper copy.) 

Th ma 
' 
.4sl -
The Newsletter is made possible by a grant from the National Aeronau­

tics and Space'Administratiori. Comments or oirespondence should b6


directed to Dr. Warren R.' Philxp'son, Remote Sendin4 Program, Cornell


University, 464,fHollister Ha1l, Zthaca, NY 14853 (tel.607-256-4330).'-
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FLOOD MODELING WITH LANDSAT


In a NASA-sponsore feasibility study, Landsat satellite-imagery was


used as the primary source of information on the extent of,flooding in


the Black River Basin of northern New York State. Similar to many


other low gradient rivers, the Black River floods regularly,.inundating


farm land and .breaching roadways. The average annual flood damages


are estimated to exceed $500,000; however, ground surveys -of iiunda­

tion may be incomplete and thus inadegate for estimating losses.


Landsat images (band 7, O.8-111m) depicting flocd conditions during


several flood seasons since 1973 were obtained for analysis.- Through


visual intepret'tion'bf photographically enlarged and projected images,


the llood boundaries were delineated on matte acetate'at a scale of


approximately 1:84,000.- A qualitative assessment of floodboundary


changes and flood prbne areas wag'obtained from the acetateasheets by


overlaying different combinatiors of date .. Fot area measurements,


however, the flood boundaries were further enlar4ed to-1,:24,000 scale,


U.S. Geological Survey map overlays. The-arealof flooding depicted on


each map overlay was then determined with~a-plahimeter, and the total


area of inundation was tabulated ,for each.date. . ,


2'"best estimate" curve was developed to relate'the area'of~flooding


in the most critical portion of the basin to discharge'measurements re-.


.corded at a station some 30 kilometers downstream. Successful refine­

ment of this curve will allow real-tima'estimation of the extent of


'fl6oding to be mideon'the basis of in situ discharge measurements-

The study was conducted by Jay N, McLeestep'under.the,direction of'


Warren.R. Philipson. -A follow-up investigation has been proposed, and


,.this would employ:various visual enhancement techniques and Landsat
 

digital-data to improve the flood boundary ,delineaton and,curve re­

liability. For further information, contact Dr. Philipson at Cornell,


or Mr. Kenneth H. Mayhew, Chief Engineer, N.Y.S. Board of Huason Riv­

er-Black River Regulating District, 491 Eastern Boulevard, Watertown,


N'Y.J13601 (IeI.'3l5-788-5440), ,7
$ 
SEMINAR IN-REMOTESENSING , -
The final seminar~of the spring semesterwill be held-on Wednesday, 2 
May, at 4:30 p.m., in B-14,Hollister-Hall. Anyone is welcome to attend. 
The speaker, Benny,N. S06rensen, is a project manager with the Joint Re­
search Center of the Commission of the European Communities, and he is 
located at the Ispra Establishment, Varese, Italy. His topic is "The 
European Ocean Color Scanner!Experiment 1977 in the North Sea." 
CORNELL STUDENT1 RESEARCH: INREMOTE SENSING 
Tppics which,are currently being investigated by Cornell ,students in 
AerialPhotographic Studies and Remote Sensing (Civil and Environmen­
tal Engineering) area- remote'sensing analysi. of' lateritic engjneer­
ing Materials forThailand (Pichit Jamnongpipatku, Ph.D. candidate); 
detection and categorization,of inactive surface mines with small scale 
remotely sensed data (JaA Berger, M.S. candidate); Landsat Pnalysis of 
flooding in the western plains of Venezuela :(Rafael Avla, M.S. candi­
date); and mineral exploration in the western Adirondacks, N.Y., (Garen


Rubin, MEC candidate)? Othe; topics being considered for remote sens­

ing thesis researchinclude.arid regions (William Teng, Ph.Do, candi­

date), tropicalcrops (Elaine Aderhold, M.SZ candidate), and coastal


environments (William Hafker, N.S. candidate)., For further informat


tion, contact the student, 6/o Remote Sensing ?rogram, Cornell Univ.,


Hollister Ha!,,Ithaca, N.Y. 14853. Q


2 NEWS MISINFORMATION


Contrary to recent news reports, infrared surveys to assess building


insulation do require special sensors. They cannot be performed with


infrared photographic films. National news reporters are apparently

unimpressed by the remote sensing community's efforts to correct this


misconception.


REMOTE SENSING FACULTY POSITION OPEN AT CORNELL


Cornell University's School of Civil and Environmental Engineering is


seeking to fill one faculty position in Remote Sensing, at the assis­

tant or associate professor level. Applicants should have a thorough

background in airphotos and remote sensing, with a Ph.D. degree in


engineering or natural sciences. Academic and professional experience

should have emphasis in quantitative remote sensing and digital analy­

sis, and/or qualitative remote sensing and applications. The position

will involve teaching and advising undergraduate and graduate students,

and developing and conducting research in various disciplines. The


teaching and research will interface with airphoto interpretation.

Please send a detailed resume and references to Professor Ta Liang,

Remote Sensing Program, School of Civil and Environmental Engineering,

Hollister Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. 14853. Cornell is


an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and welcomes applica­

tions from women and minority members.


WORKSHOPS/SHORT COURSES


Eastern Regional Remote Sensing Workshop; 4th Friday, every month; at


NASA Goddard Space Flight Center; no cost; Contact: Dr. Nicholas Short,

ERRSAC, NASA/GSFC, Code 902.1, Greenbelt, Md. 20771 (tel. 301-344-5515


or 800 638-0748).


Terrain Analysis--Interpretation of Aerial Photographs & Images; 18-22


June; in Sioux Falls, S.D.; $450 fee;, Contact: Ms. Lisa Underkoffler,


Continuing Education Summer Program, Harvard Graduate School of De­

sign, Gund Hall L-37, Cambridge, Mass. 02138 (tel. 671-495-2578).

Remote Sensing & Image Interpretation; 18-22 June; at Univ. Minn.; $110


fee; Contact: Eugene Anderson, Office of Special Programs, 405 Coffey

Hall, 1420 Eckles Ave., Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minn. 55108


(tel. 612-373-0725).


CONFERENCES/MEETINGS

Annual Meeting, Central New York Region-Amer. Soc. Photogrammetry; 18


May; in Ithaca, N.Y.; Contact: William Teng, Cornell University, 464


Hollister Hall, Ithaca, N.Y. 14853 (tel. 607-256-4330).

Remote Sensing for Natural Resources--An Int'l. View of Problems,


Promises, & Accomplishments; 10-14 Sept.; at Univ. Idaho; Contact:


Univ. of Idaho, Office of Continuing Education, Moscow, Idaho 83834.


SELECTED ARTICLES AND PUBLICATIONS


Hsu, S. 1979. The Mahalanobis Classifier with the generalized in­

verse approach for automated analysis of imagery texture data.


Computer Graphics & Image Processing 9:117-134.


NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center. 1978. Skylab EREP investigations


summary. NASA SP-399. NASA, Washington, D.C. 386 pp. (Available:

Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Gov't. Printing Office, Washington,

D.C. 20402; no. NAS 1.21:399; stock no. 033- 000Z 00741-8 ; $13.50).
Proc. 4th Canadian Sympos. Remote Sensing. Held May 1977, Quebec. 
Papers in French or English. 626 pp. Available: Canadian Aeronautics 
& Space Inst., SaXe Bldg., 60-75 Sparks St., Ottawa, Ont., Canada 
KIP 5A5. ($40). 
Russell, O.R., R.V. Amato & T.V, Leshendok, 1979. Remote sensing and


mine subsidence in Pennsylvania. Jour. Transport. Eng'g., ASCE


105:TE2:185-198o 

Staff Report. 1979. Getting the global picture: Lidar in orbit. 

Optical Spectra. 13:3:46-51, 

S(continubd, p3.) 

I I 1' , 3 
Stutzman, W., FoW0 Collier, &.H.S. Crawford; "1979. Microwave trans­

mission,measurements,for estimation of the'weight of standing pine:


trees. IEEE Transaq.,Antennas & Propagation. AP-27:l22-26. I


Tyler, J.E. -,197-9e-. In situ4,quantum efficiency of oceanic Photosynthe­
sis. Agpl'ied Opt-ics, 18:4.:442-445, 
Welsted, J. 1979. Air-photo interpretation in coastal,studies--

Examples fromthe,Bay of Fundy, Canada., Photogrammetria 35:1:1-27.


Wolfe,'W.L. and'G.J. Zissiso-(edso).,, 1979.. The infrared handbook.


Office of Naval Research, Arlington, Va. 1700 pp.' (Available:, ERiM,


Attn. Order Dept., P.O. Box 8618, AnnArbor, ,Mich. 48107;*$25 in,


U.S., $30 outside,'U.So/plus $1.25 surface mailing,.)


Applied Optics 1978." 'v.17,'n'.21 J 
-Baures & Duvernoy. Statistical spatial filtering: Application to 
aeril photoraphs ' - ' Y' , *1 ­" 
 
-Cannon at.al. Comparison of image restoration methods. ' 
-Genda & 'Okayama. 'Estimati6n of'soil inois.ture and components'by meas 
uring the degree of spectral pboa'rizationwith-a remotesensing sim­
ulator. ' ' . I? ' . 4 ­
-Fujii .etalo Incoherent optical heterodyne detection and its appli­
catoA to air pollution detection .. ' , 
-- 'Ostrem. DeterminatiofA of,-zve slopes from'phoographs of
Pepper's 
 
the ocean surface: A new approach:


,
Bulletin of Amer. Metereological Sdc. 1978.' v.59', n.12


-Gruber & Winston.' Earth-atmosphere radiative heatirng based on NOAA 
scanning radiometer measurements. I ' 
-Houghton & Suomi. Informatiri'content of satellite images0 
-Raiool, I. NASA's-role in weather prediction. 
IEEE Transactions on Geoscience Electronics 1979. dE-17, no.l 
-Fung, A. Scatterifi ,from'a vegetation layer. ' 
-Kaupp,& Holtzmai.' Skylab scatterometer measureients of Hurri'ane Ava. 
IBM Jour. of Research & Development' 978. v.22, n.5 
-Santisteban & Munoz. Principal components of a multispectral'image: 
Application to' i geologidal 'roblem.' 
-Hernandez & Flores. ,Machine processing of remotely sensed data:


Three applications in'Mexico.


ITC Journal 1978., n.4


-Sicco Smit,-G. Shifting cultivation in £ropici rainforests detected


from aeriil photographs.


-Splers, B. -A vpgetation survey of sem*-natural grazing 1ands' (dehesas) 
near Merida, S.W- Spa.' 'I 
Photogrammetric Eng'go & Remote Sensing 1978. .v.44, n.0 (Odt°) 
-Tonelli, A.M. Surface texture analysis with thermal and near infta­
red scanners,
-Scarpace';Lo ''t't" '" " "" 
-Scarpace, ensitometry on multi-emulsion imagery,


-Scarpace"& Friederichs.' A method of determining spectral analytical 
dye densities. , ' " ' . 0 
-Piech et al. The blue-to-green refleatande ratio and lake water 
quality.- .' *'­
Pbtogrammetric ,Eng'ig.2'& RemoteiSensing,1978. v.44, n.ll (Nov.) . 
-Tuker'.CoJ.' A tcomparison bf 'satellite sensor bandsifor vegetation 
monitoring. ' ,.,-0{' U' ' , . , " 
-Ta-leric6 et-'alt'."Quantifying gypsymoth defoliation. * 
-Hsu,'S. 'Texture-toneanalysis for automated land-use'mapping.
-Whit-ock et-al.' Penetration depth at -green wavelengths -in turbid 
waters. t . '- ' 'T­
-Dellwig-& Bare. ,'Aradar-investigatipn of-horth Louisiana,salt domes.


-Wh±te,-M.E.'' Resbrvoir'isurface.areafrom;,Land:sat imagery


(continued, p4.') 
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Photogrammetric Eng'g. & Remote Sensing 1978. v.44, n.12 (Dec.) 
-Special issue pn digital terrain models--ten papers. 
Photogrammetric Eng'g. & Remote Sensi2'1979. 'vo.45,'n.l (Jan.) 
-Welch, R. Acquisition of. remote sensor data with-linear arrays. 
-Thompson L. Remote sensing using solid-state array technology. I 
-Tracy & Noll. User-oriented data processing cbnsiderations in linear


array applications. ' I , I 
-Wright, R. Sensor implicationsof'high altitude lowcontrast imaging. 
-colvoboresses, A. Multisppctral linear arrays as an alternative to 
Landsat D. T 
-Doyle, F. A Large Format Camera'for Shuttle.

-Takamoto et al. Stereo measurement-6f the opticdisc.

-Gammon & Carter. Vegetation mapping with seasonal.qolor infrared

photographs. r...

-Lemme & Westin. Landsat-simulating radiometer for agricultural re­
mote sensing. I I " ,1,11 ', ,. I , t ,* V&J 
Photogrammetric Eng'g. & Remote Sensing 1979. v.45, n.-2 (Feb.) 
Digial Rap revision.-,

-Masry & McLaren. 
 
-Thompson & Webmanen. using Landsat digital data to'detect moiture


Photogrammetric Eng'g. & Remote Sensing.1979. v45,n.3 (March)'


Carterket al. Wetland classification and.mapping in westrn Tennessee.


-Dalsted et ala Detection of saline seeps by remote s'enking techn"


-
-Henderson, F. Lan 1-use analysis of iadar imagery., 
 
-Theis, J.- Transfe3ring tqday'schanges onto yesterday's maps)


-Grunthal & Smith. Photogrammetry is many things.


Remote Sensing of Environment. l978..v.7, n.4,


-Sobur et al. Remote sensing applic4 ons 'in the southeast Sumatra"


coastal environment. , 
,
 
-Curran, P.J. A photographic method for the recording of polaiised


visible light for ,soil surface mosture indications.


-Holyer, R.J. Toward universal mi2ltispectral sspnded sediment.,­

algorithms. .. I , ....


-Knowles, S.H. Oceanographic measurements using ,radio
ifte fe metr

techniques. ..


-Ikeda &Stevenson. Time series analysis Sf NbAA-4 sea surface tem-' 
perature data.


Remote Sensing of Environment 1979. v.,8, n.1 ,


-Kondratyev & Pokrovsky. A factor analysis approachto optimal sele'&


tionof spectral intervals.. .


-Fuller & Rouse. Spectral rdflectantance changes accompanying a post­

fire recovery sequence in-a,.subarctic spruce lichen woodiaid.


-Miller & Carter. Rational landiis'e decisdion-mak-ing:, The Natchez


State Park.


-Evans, R. Air photos for soil survey in lowland England...


-Turk, G. GT Index: A mbasure of the success of prediction.


-Bauer et al. Identification and area estimationtof agriculturil


crops by computer classification of Landsat MSS data.,


SUMMER VACATION/ADDRESS CHANGES ,


Volume'VII of'the Cornell Remote Sensing,,Newsletter~neids with this.May


issue. The Newsletter is'currently'received b: 4tore:thai 50.0 indii


duals and groups in 40 states and 20 countries. As planned, Volumpe


VIII of the Newsletterwill begin next-September. Noticesof address.


changes should be sent.to-the Remote,-Sensing,Program (see below).


The Newsletter is made possible by a grant from the National Aeronau­

tics and'Space Administration. .'Comments-or;coxrespondence,should be


directed to Dr. Warren .:Bhilipson,,Remote,Sensing ProgramoCornell


University, 464 Hollister Hall, Ithaca, NY 14853 (tel. 607-256-4330)


